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Abstract
This thesis reports on the development of a novel bulk-micromachined accelerom-
eter. This accelerometer is intended for use in earthquake detection with a bandwidth
of 0.2-20 Hz and a sensitivity of 1000 As2 /m to accelerations of less than 1.6 m/s 2 .
This accelerometer incorporates a new scheme for actively tuning the sensitivity of
the accelerometer by applying a DC voltage across the gap used for the capacitive
transduction mechanism. The theory governing the behavior of the accelerometer is
developed and modeled on a computer. A prototype is designed and its fabrication
sequence is developed in order to verify predictions made by the model. In order to
fabricate the accelerometer, a novel method for performing one-sided electrochemical
etching is developed.
Upon completion of the fabrication of the accelerometers, it is found that they
are very fragile, in part due to bulk crystal defects in the silicon. The results of
static testing indicate that there are particulates interfering with the operation of the
accelerometer; theory predicts a capacitance of 33pF while measurements show it to
be about 5pF. Nonetheless, preliminary results of this testing suggest that the model
is valid as derived. It is suggested that a new prototype be designed that addresses
fabrication issues raised in this thesis.
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Title: Assistant Professor of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science
Thesis Co-Supervisor: Jeffrey H. Lang
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1Introduction
1.1 Background
On September 1, 1923, a devastating earthquake measuring 7.9 on the Richter
scale rocked the Kant5 region of Japan near Tokyo [1]; a trace of a similar earthquake
can be found in Figure 1-1. The destruction was massive and wide spread; over
694, 000 homes were destroyed, 502, 000 people were injured and 106, 000 were killed
by collapsed buildings, land slides, tsunami and a new hazard: fire. The earthquake
struck at 4 minutes before noon on that Saturday, a time when many cooking fires were
lit around the region. These cooking fires, coupled with natural gas from ruptured
pipelines, touched off a fire storm that raged for 2 days.
Japan has some of the most active geology on Earth. There are over 500 vol-
canos in Japan, 1500 tremors occur annually and Tokyo experiences 4 moderate sized
earthquakes a year. Since 1596 there have been 21 major earthquakes that have killed
more than one thousand people. This history of earthquakes and their destruction
has instilled in the Japanese society an acute awareness of the dangers of earthquakes
and ways to minimize these dangers. Thus, after the Kant5 earthquake, the natural
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FIGURE 1-1: The east-west acceleration time history of an earthquake that struck
Hachinohe Harbor, Japan, on May 16, 1968. The magnitude was 7.9 on the Richter
Scale.
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1.2. RAYLEIGH WAVES
gas industry began taking measures to safeguard the pipeline network against future
earthquakes. Among these safeguards is an earthquake detector installed in all gas
meters that shuts off a valve in the meter if a.n earthquake is detected. In this way,
the network can automatically isolate a badly affected area and prevent, uncontrolled
leaking of natural gas.
The standard gas meter in Japan is currently going through a redesign. The re-
quirements for the new gas meter dictate that the sensor must be small in size; it must
consume low amounts of power; it must have a low cost per unit for manufacturing;
it. must be programmable. Because of these goals, micromachining was chosen as the
manufacturing method. Micromachining allows for very small sensors, low cost and
low power consumption. The goal of this thesis is to investigate a novel prototype
micromachined sensor for these new gas meters.
1.2 Rayleigh Waves
Landau and Lifshitz [2] have shown that elastic waves propagating through an
isotropic medium are governed by the following equation:
-- c2V2i = O (1.1)
at2
where Ui is the displacement vector and c is the speed of wave propagation in the
medium. Landau and Lifshitz go on to show that there are two types of displace-
ment vectors associated with a wave propagating in, for instance, the x-direction.
There is a displacement vector along the direction of propagation, this is called the
longitudinal component, and there is a displacement perpendicular to the direction
of propagation, this is called the transverse component. In an isotropic medium of
infinite extent, these two displacement components can be thought of as two separate
waves propagating through the medium. It is interesting to note that the transverse
wave induces no change in volume of the material (or V- u't = 0 [2]), it is a shearing
process; whereas the longitudinal wave does involve volume changes of the material
(or V x i- = 0 [2]). Therefore, the transverse wave's speed is dependent upon the
shear modulus, and the longitudinal wave's speed is dependent upon Hooke's law of
triaxial stress [3].
Earthquakes are a form of a special type of elastic wave that propagates along
the surface of a material. These are called surface acoustic waves (SAW) or Rayleigh
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waves (this derivation is also from Landau and Lifshitz). Consider the surface to be
the xy-plane and the material to be in z < 0. Assume a wave to be propagating along
the x-axis, so:
u = ez(kx-wt)f(z) (1.2)
Taking this solution and substituting it into the wave equation 1.1, an expression for
f(z) is obtained:
d2f k W' f (1.3)
dz2  C2
If k2 -_ 2 /c2 is negative or zero, then f(z) is a periodic function, a constant, both
of which correspond to a bulk plane wave in the material, or a linear function in z,
which corresponds to a non-physical situation as z -+ -oo.
Bulk plane waves are not damped within the material; therefore, for SAWs, k2 -
w2/C2 > 0. Then the solution for f is:
f(z)=-e (1.4)
The solution with the minus sign can be neglected because it would mean an expo-
nential rise in amplitude as z -- -oo. Therefore, the solution to the wave equation
for SAWs is:
S= ekx;-wt eZ (1.5)
where:
F= k2 -6) S(1.6)
When considering elastic waves in the bulk of a material, it is possible to take the
transverse and longitudinal waves as being independent, that is no longer the case
with surface waves. It is no longer even the case that the transverse and longitudinal
components are perpendicular and along the line of propagation. A definite linear
combination of longitudinal and transverse waves must be found which satisfies the
free surface boundary condition criknk = 0. Since the normal vector is in the z
direction:
1.3. THE TUNABLE ACCELEROMETER
O"z = ay, = azz = 0 (1.7)
By applying the above boundary conditions as well as by satisfying 4 it = 0 and
Vx iu = 0, the solution to the wave equations can be found:
Utx = Ktaes(kx - wt)+±tz
Utz = -zkae2(kr - wt)+Ktz
ulx = kbez(k x -wt)+nlz
Ulz = -ZKIbe 2 (kx-wt ) +n •? z
where rt is .c with c = c1 and:
a 2-( 2
= -2 _2 (1.9)
b 2Vx//-
where:
(- + 82( 3 - 2 t2 -16 ( 1  c  =0 (1.10)
Hence ( is only dependent upon the ratio of the transverse and longitudinal speeds of
propagation. Which, in turn, is a constant characteristic of any material depending
only upon the Poisson's constant:
ct 1 - 2v
(1.11)qc 2(1 - v)
In the above solution for surface waves, it can be seen that a particle on the surface
follows an ellipse in a plane defined by the direction of propagation and the normal
to the surface; see Figure 1-2 from White [4] for an illustration of particle movement
of different type of elastic waves. The relative shape of the ellipse is dependent solely
upon the Poisson's ratio of the material. Since the Poisson's ratio can vary widely
over the affected range of an earthquake, the very nature of the propagating wave can
vary. Thus, it is desirable to have an earthquake sensor that can be tuned to various
geological features in the local region.
1.3 The Tunable Accelerometer
It is desirable to fabricate one sensor design that can be tuned to the local geology
in the field. One possible scheme for this tunable accelerometer has been proposed
ZI:-i
Bulk longitudinal
wave
-I-
~1~~.
I , i TA
Bulk transverse
wave
surITauC
*Surface (Rayleiqh)
wave
FIGURE 1-2: The types of elastic waves, as reported by White, which propagate in
solids and the particle motion associated with each. The direction of wave propagation
is in the direction of the arrow. (a) Bulk longitudinal wave, (b) Bulk transverse wave
and (c) a Surface acoustic (Rayleigh) wave. Points show instantaneous position of
elementary volumes.
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1.4. THESIS OUTLINE
Proof-mass
Conductive
Tethers
Aluminum counter-
electrode
FIGURE 1-3: Diagram of tunable accelerometer.
by Schmidt and Lang using a DC voltage applied across a capacitor (the capacitor
is the transduction mechanism). In this way, the effective spring constant of the
system can be modified, as will be shown in Chapter 2. There are other advantages
inherent in using such a scheme. The mechanical spring constant of the system can
be designed to be stiff for manufacturing, transportation and installation. Once the
sensor is installed at the site, the DC voltage can be applied and the sensor becomes
sensitive.
This sensor will be fabricated using bulk micromachining technology, It is com-
posed of a central mass, or a proof mass, supported by four cantilevered beams, or
tethers. The capacitance between the bottom of the proof mass and a counter elec-
trode affixed to the reference frame is read out and the gap spacing is inferred from
this reading. A basic schematic of this accelerometer can be found in Figure 1-3.
1.4 Thesis Outline
The second chapter of this thesis will present and discuss the mathematical model
derivation; as well as numerical simulations of this model. The design of the sensor
will also be covered and results from finite element modeling of the design will be
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presented. Chapter 3 will cover the fabrication of the device including edge-corner
compensation and one-sided electrochemical etching. Chapter 4 will present the test
setups and methods. Chapter 5 will present and discuss the results of the sensor
testing as well as new results concerning some fabrication techniques.
2Theory and Design
In this chapter I will discuss the general theory that governs most linear accelerom-
eters. A brief discussion will follow outlining a novel method of dynamically varying
the sensitivity of the device. Following this will be a derivation of a non-linear model
and numerical simulations for such a device. Finally, a design of the proposed system
will be presented.
2.1 Basic Theory of Accelerometers
Most accelerometers can be schematically drawn as shown in Figure 2-1. They
generally comprise an inertial mass connected to a reference frame by a compliant
member. By transducing the displacement of the mass from its rest position by some
method, the acceleration of the reference frame with respect to the inertial frame can
be computed. Typically the rest position is defined as having no force in the spring.
Assuming the compliant member is a linear spring and damping forces are negligible,
the dynamics for this generic accelerometer may be written as:
mi + kx = ma (2.1)
CHAPTER 2. THEORY AND DESIGN
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FIGURE 2-1: A schematic of a generic accelerometer.
where m is the mass of the inertia, k is the spring constant of the spring, a is the
acceleration of the reference frame, and x is the displacement from the rest position
of the spring. The solution of this differential equation shows that the DC sensitivity
W is:
x m
a k (2.2)
and the bandwidth wo is:
wo =
m
(2.3)
Noticing the similarity in Equations
equation for linear accelerometers:
2.2 and 2.3 reveals an important constraining
(2.4)
Normally, the relative magnitude of wo and R are fixed by the design of the sensor.
However, a novel way is proposed here to use the capacitive transduction method to
dynamically vary the sensitivity of the system. This method will be discussed in the
next section.
w W=  12,H1=0
2.2. VARIABLE SENSITIVITY
S+
v I.- I v
--- T - 0---C := =
V=0 V#0
FIGURE 2-2: Generic accelerometer incorporating capacitive readout plates.
2.2 Variable Sensitivity
Figure 2-2 shows our generic accelerometer with capacitive transduction. If a DC
voltage is now applied across the capacitor plates, an electrostatic force will pull the
two plates closer together. The dynamics and the stability of the electrostatic system
are as follows, again neglecting damping. The governing differential equation now
has an extra force term in it - the electrostatic force. This force is given as:
1 dCF = V2 (2.5)
2 dz
where C is the capacitance of the gap; V is the applied voltage across the gap and z =
G-X, is the gap spacing. Note that F acts to close the gap. If we assume parallel plate
capacitance by ignoring fringing fields, the governing differential equation becomes:
EoAV 2
mi - kz + = ma (2.6)
2(G - X) 2
where the Co is the permittivity of air; G is a constant, the initial size of the capacitor
gap designed into the system; A is the area of the capacitor plates.
If we examine the equilibrium of the system under no acceleration:
CoAV 2
2(G - z) 2
x
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At equilibrium let x = X so that solutions for X:
CoAV2 X X
2Gk ( 1 - )2  (2.8)
are equilibrium points, not all of which are physically meaningful. Now, linearize
about this equilibrium point; Appendix C.1 outlines a method for exploring the sta-
bility of the non-linear system without having to linearizing it. To do so, let x = X + X
where X is a small perturbation. Combining this new definition of x with Equation 2.6:
coAV2 •oAV2
mi I - X - = ma (2.9)(G - X) 3  2(G- X)2
According to the equilibrium condition, the two terms to the left of the equal sign in
Equation 2.9 cancel, leaving:
M + [k - (AX)A = ma (2.10)
The term in the square brackets is called the electromechanical spring constant ke,,.
Thus, it is now possible to tune kern while Equation 2.4 still holds. For stability of
Equation 2.10, ke,, must remain positive. Therefore, appropriate values of X must be
found because stability is desired. Using the normalization A = X/G in the governing
Equation 2.8:
A(A _ 1)2  =0 (2.11)2
where:
co AV 2
a = AV (2.12)G3k
Equation 2.11 has three roots, one of which is a non-physical situation because the
proof mass is below the counter electrode. Only one of the two remaining roots is a
stable equilibrium. As a increases, these two remaining roots become coincident. If
a is increased further, these roots become imaginary and the system no longer has
stable equilibria; thus, the coincident roots represent the situation for which we would
like to solve. This is done by matching Equation 2.11 to the form:
(A - a)2 (A - b) = A' - (2a + b)A2 + (a2 + 2ab)A - a2b = 0 (2.13)
2.3. SQUEEZE-FILM AIR DAMPING
where a is the coincident roots and b is the non-physical root. Only one combination
of a and b permit a nonzero a, a = 1, b = '.
a = 8 (2.14)
27
A = - (2.15)3
Therefore the electromechanical system becomes unstable if the mass is pulled in one
third of the distance to the other capacitor plate. The dynamic event that occurs at
this point, when the rate of change of the electrostatic force becomes greater than
that for the spring force, we will call "pull-in."
Figure 2-3 shows the effect of varying voltages on the effective spring constant
of the system as well as the equilibrium position of the system. It can be seen
in Figure 2-3(a) that the system does pull-in at the appropriate point. Studying
Figure 2-3(b) one can see that in order to have an appreciable change in the effective
spring constant of the system, the sensor must be operated near pull-in. This region is
also characterized by large slopes on the curves. Thus, if a sensitive sensor is desired,
it must be operated near pull-in, but that also puts a restriction on the dynamic range
of the sensor. The closer to pull-in, the lower the maximum tolerable acceleration
before the sensor becomes unstable. It is possible to operate beyond pull-in through
the use of active control of the sensor. Appendix C.2 describes a sliding mode control
implementation that is capable of operating the sensor beyond pull-in.
2.3 Squeeze-film Air Damping
In the previous sections, in the interest of simplicity, the effects of damping were
omitted from the analysis. In this section, it will be shown that the effects of this
squeeze-film fluid damping can be overwhelming if measures are not taken to control
it at the structure level. Further, damping design may be critical if Equation 2.4
poses a severe limitation.
Squeeze-film fluid damping occurs as two flat surfaces are brought near each other
in a uniform manner and the fluid in between is squeezed out of the gap. A similar
mechanism is an air-bearing where more fluid is forced into the gap instead of the
fluid being depleted. Assuming an incompressible (justification for this assumption
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FIGURE 2-3: The equilibrium values of
spring constant as a function of the RMS
k = 505 N/m; gap = 1lm
(a) the gap spacing and
applied voltage. mass =
(b) the effective
5.166 x 10-6 Kg;
can be found in Appendix A.1), homogeneous, continuous fluid medium, the governing
equation for thc fluid is the Navier-Stokes equation from Potter and Foss [5]:
89i 1
-
+ (. V) = -Vp + vV2 -Ot p (2.16)
where U' is the velocity vector field; p is the density; p is the pressure field; v is the
kinematic viscosity and ' is the acceleration of the reference frame. In addition to
this equation, continuity applies:
-. = 0 (2.17)
To quickly approximate the squeeze film damping within the accelerometer, we
will assume a square proof mass with dimensions of 1mm on a side and an initial gap
spacing of 1lm. Cylindrical coordinates will be used in the solution of Navier-Stokes.
Because of the difficulty associated with square geometries in cylindrical coordinates,
bounding cases will be solved. The two bounding cases will be the inscribed circle
and the circumscribed circle. Assuming one-dimensional radial flow, fully developed
and no acceleration for cylindrical coordinates, Equation 2.16 becomes:
w,• I | I!w
i
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2.3. SQUEEZE-FILM AIR DAMPING
a0lt 1 p (2.18)9z2  itOr
where it is the viscosity of the fluid. Solving this equation for a cylinder, we get a
damping force of:
3rLpUD4Fdamp = 32ztUD(2.19)32Z3
where U is the vertical velocity of the proof mass; D is the diameter of the proof
mass and z is the displacement of the proof mass from the ground reference, or the
size of the gap. Using our prototype 1 mm2 sensor, and tethers with a stiff spring
constant of 200 N/m, the dominant pole of the linearized unelectrified (no voltage
across the capacitor plates) system is between -8.49 s- 1 and -33.9 s- 1, the system is
clearly overdamped because the poles of the system are real. These numbers represent
the dominant poles of the bounding cases of the air damping. They also represent
an upper bound in that an electrified system would have even slower poles. The
optimistic pole limits our bandwidth to 5.4 Hz, a factor of 4 lower than desired
bandwidth. It is apparent that some form of structure is needed to control the fluid
flow in the gap. Figure 2-4 shows the form of the structure incorporated to provide a
lower resistance fluid path out from underneath the proof mass. Since the damping
force is inversely proportional to the cube of the gap spacing, these notches will be
ten times the size of the gap. This should provide about three orders of magnitude
less resistance to the flow than in the gap.
The incorporation of these damping control structures complicates the modeling
of the damping. The model must now reflect multiple regions (fences) of damping
with aspect ratios W/2S > 1; these fences are the regions in between the notches
on the bottom of the proof mass. To accomplish this, a hybrid model is used in
which fluid flow near the edges of the proof mass are approximated as following
cylindrical type behavior and the rest of the fence is following cartesian type behavior.
Figure 2-5 illustrates the assumed flow pattern. Solving Equation 2.16 using the same
assumptions as before, and summing over all the fences gives:
Fda 12(Nmp 1) S(W -m2S)+ S4 (2.20)
Fdp where:3
where:
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FIGURE 2-4: Damping control structure incorporated onto the bottom of the proof
mass.
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2.4. CAPACITANCE IN A NOTCH
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FIGURE 2-5: Assumed fluid flow behavior under in the squeeze film region.
L-1ONG
S = (2.21)
2(N + 1)
where N is the number of notches; S is the half the width of a fence and W is the
width of the proof mass. Appendix A contains a more detailed derivation of this
equation. This equation represents the refined model for the damping force caused
by viscous air damping.
2.4 Capacitance in a Notch
The notches added to control air damping also affect the capacitance of the sensor.
The expression used above for parallel plate capacitors is no longer applicable and
the notches must be taken into consideration. The parallel plate equation is assumed
to be valid for the fence regions, but for the notch areas, conformal mapping would
need to be used to find an exact solution. Because of the sharp geometries involved,
Schwartz-Christoffel mapping would be required to find the conformal mapping so-
lution. Instead, an approximation to conformal mapping will be used. Figure 2-6
illustrates the assumed field lines for this approximation. They follow a combination
of lines and circular arcs. From electrostatics [6]:
.co .
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FIGURE 2-6: Flectric field lines in notch (not to scale).
9 = CoE (2.22)
where a is the charge density and E is the electric field strength. Using this relation,
the total charge on the surface of the proof mass can be computed and the capacitance
found according to the above assumptions:
Ctotal = oW L- lONG 4N ln(1 + ) (2.23)L z 4z
where W is the width of the proof mass; L is the length of the proof mass; N is the
total number of notches and G is the designed nominal gap spacing. A more detailed
derivation of Equation 2.23 can be found in Appendix B. If we approximate ir as
3, the solution actually becomes more accurate because from the FEM simulation,
which is covered later in this chapter, the field lines actually follow more elliptical
paths than circular ones. Taking Equation D.1 and substituting into Equation 2.5,
the electrostatic force is:
FetV2  0 L - 1ONG 40NG(2.24)Feetot(4z + 30G)z (2.24)
which acts to close the gap.
__
i
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2.5 Non-linear Model
Now that we have expressions for the forces involved in the motion of the sensor,
a complete differential equation can be written that governs the motion of the sensor:
S2(N+( ) V2 W 0 f L-1ONG 40NG
7,i +2+ {S3(W - 2S) + z-+}k(z - G) +
= m(aearthquake 
- agravity)
(2.25)
This equation can be normalized by G and similar terms can be grouped to simplify
it:
+ Cly- 3 y + k(y - 1) + y-2f(y) = u (2.26)
m
where:
Y=X z(2.27)
C 12 1t(L - 10NG)3 W 1- - S (2.28)C1 = 1 - (2 ) (2.28)8mG3(N + 1)2 8 W
V2 WE0o L 40Nyf(Y) = V2W - 10N + (2.29)2mG2  G 30 + 4y
It is desirable to eliminate the f(y) term from the differential equation above and
replace if with a constant that depends only on design parameters. If the range of
f(y) is examined, it is apparent that it is only a weak function of y. For moderate
values of N, say 40, and y = 1 the portion of f(y) that is dependent on y accounts
for only 8% of the function value. As y --+ 0, it becomes an even smaller percentage.
An approximation to the y-dependent term can be taken by finding its value at a
reasonable y, such as halfway to pull-in (y = 5/6). At this point, the value of the
dependent term is N. Therefore, f(y) can now become:
anC2 = 22L_- _9N] (2.30)
and Equation 2.26 becomes:
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S+ Ciy-' + -(y - 1) + C2y - 2 = (2.31)
Equation 2.31 can be linearized about a desired operating point to design the gain
and bandwidth (or C1 and C2) of the system. Thus Equation 2.4 need not present a
limitation.
2.6 Numerical Simulations
The numerical simulations for the accelerometer were carried out using two com-
puter programs implemented on a Sun 4 minicomputer. The first program deals solely
with the static situation, it computes the equilibrium position and effective system
spring constant as a function of applied voltage only. The second program takes the
full non-linear dynamics into account and computes the time behavior under a suite
of variable conditions. These conditions include manufacturing parameters, such as
dimensions, as well as applied voltage characteristics and applied accelerations. This
program only allows purely sinusoidal voltages and accelerations. The simulation
programs can be found in Appendices D.1 and D.2.
Figure 2-3 was created using the first simulation program. Figure 2-3 shows the
dependence of the equilibrium gap spacing and the effective system spring constant
on the root-mean-square (RMS) of the applied voltage. This simulation agrees with
the derivations in Section 2.2 concerning the static location of instability. The system
becomes unstable when the effective spring constant reaches 0 which corresponds to
a displacement equal to one third the distance from G.
This curve of the effective system spring constant versus the applied voltage
demonstrates the utility of such a dynamic sensitivity scheme. The stiff region of
the curve can be designed to withstand the harsh handling of shipping and trans-
portation. Then a voltage may be applied to achieve a desired ke,,.
The above simulations dealt only with the static or equilibrium behavior of the
system, the other simulation program deals with the dynamic behavior of the system.
There are several potential operational modes for the sensor. First, the sensor can
be tuned in the manner previously discussed. Figure 2-7 illustrates an increase in
the sensitivity of the sensor because of an applied voltage. Second, the sensor can
be operated as an adjustable threshold switch. There are two possible thresholds
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Generalized Gap Spacing vs. Time
Variable sensitivity
4.0 m/sA2 - 10.345 Hz 0. radians
0 0.1 0.2 0.3
Time (s)
FIGURE 2-7: Accelerometer operating in the variable sensitivity mode.
that can be sensed, frequency and amplitude. The amplitude threshold works by
biasing the sensor close to pull-in. Then an acceleration above a certain level would
cause pull-in. Figure 2-8 shows how narrow this amplitude transition region is from
normal operation to pull-in. A frequency threshold switch is also possible by biasing
the sensor in the same way as before, only instead of an amplitude causing pull-in,
the frequency falling below a certain value causes pull-in. Figure 2-9 illustrates the
transition from normal operation to pull-in as the frequency drops.
Because of the richness of the possible responses of the sensor (which is even richer
if the voltage is dynamically controlled as in Appendix C.2), these simulation studies
are very incomplete. It is desirable to first validate the model by comparing the
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Generalized Gap Spacing vs. Time
Pull-in amplitude sensitivity
42.97 Hz 0.457V 0.46V pull-in
0 0.02 0.04 0.06
Time (s)
FIGURE 2-8: Accelerometer operating as a programmable amplitude threshold
switch.
2.6. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
Generalized Gap Spacing vs. Time
Pull-in frequency sensitivity
5.0 m/sA2 0.457V 4.6V pull-in
0 0.02 0.04 0.06
Time (s)
FIGURE 2-9: Accelerometer operating as a programmable frequency threshold
switch.
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model responses to the responses of an actual prototype sensor. Once this validity is
established, then the response may be tuned by designing for C1 and C2. The next
section covers a design of a prototype.
2.7 Design
The design of the prototype is straightforward because of several fabrication issues
which will be presented in the next chapter. To foreshadow, because of the convex
corner rounding effects of anisotropic etchants, there is a minimum size for the mass of
the sensor. Also, because of lithographic limitations, we are limited in the number of
damping control structures available in the design. This design is concerned primarily
verification of the model, thus it addresses handling concerns and fabrication concerns
and does not try to satisfy dynamic response criteria.
The minimum size of the proof mass is determined to be 2.47 mm square because
of the street corner compensation technique employed; these techniques are covered
in the next chapter. If the wafer thickness is 500 Am, that gives a mass of 5.156 x 10- 6
Kg.
The design of the spring system is dependent upon the selection of an unelectrified
sensitivity. This sensitivity was chosen to be 1000 A/g for shock robustness. In a 10 g
shock, the proof-mass will only deflect 1 tIm in a critically damped sensor. This gives
a mechanical spring constant of 505 N/m. A four tether arrangement was chosen
to try to minimize cross-axis torsional effects. The dimensions of these tethers were
chosen by employing the clamped/clamped beam bending equation [7]:
192Ebh3
k = 12L (2.32)12L3
where E is the Young's modulus of the material; b is the width of the effective
beam; h is the thickness of the beam and L is the effective length of the beam (see
Figure 2-10). If the thickness is chosen to be 5 ,um and L is chosen to be 700 ftm
for space considerations, the width of the beam must be 455 ,am. These dimensions
are for a single clamped-clamped beam that is loaded at the center. Dimensions for
a single tether of a four tether system is easily obtained by dividing L and b in half.
This gives tether dimensions of 350 ymmx 230 pm - 5 im.
The quantity of the damping control structures is severely constrained by the
photolithography process used in fabrication. The facilities available have a minimum
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L
FIGURE 2-10: Cross-section of beam deflection model used.
feature width of about 5 Am. Therefore the spacing between notches must be a
multiple of 5 Am. Because of the difficulty in choosing an optimum value for the
number of damping control structures, it was decided that a range would be fabricated
on a single wafer. Notch quantities of 79, 94 and 117, which correspond to 10 Am, 15
Am and 20 Am between notches, will all be fabricated.
The gap spacing was also arbitrarily chosen; it is 1 Am. However, this dimension
is easily modified since it depends only on a timed etch to be explained in the next
chapter, and does not depend on mask modification.
Figures 2-11 and 2-12 shows the dimensions of the completed prototype design. A
mask layout was generated using the KIC utility [8] and the masks were manufactured
in the AMicrosystems Technology Laboratory at MIT.
2.8 Finite Element Analysis (FEA)
Computer simulations of the mechanical and electrical behavior of the system
were conducted to confirm the model derived in the previous Sections.
2.8.1 FEA analysis of tether structure.
The finite element modeler ABAOUS [9] was used to model the mechanical be-
havior of the tether/mass system. The resonant modes of the system were found.
Figures 2-13 and 2-14 show the first two modes of the system which correspond to
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Bandwidth: 1600 Hz
ooo000 /g
FIGURE 2-11: Cross-section of prototype sensor showing dimensions (not to scale).
2.47 mn
2.47 mm
FIGURE 2-12: Top view of prototype sensor showing dimensions (not to scale).
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Static Sensitivity:
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FIGURE 2-13: First resonant mode, at 1228 Hz, modeled using ABAQUS.
1228 Hz and 1802 Hz respectively. The first mode comes close to the desired de-
sign value of 1575 Hz. Based on this modal analysis, the FEA simulation predicts a
sensitivity of 168 As2/m under static loading conditions.
2.8.2 FEA analysis of electric field in notch
A finite element program, named FINLAND, was written to solve the two di-
mensional Laplace's equation (see Appendix D.4 for program listing). This program
interacts directly with the PA TRAN [10] program (a pre and post-processor for finite
element simulations).
Using FINLAND, the equipotential curves shown in Figure 2-15 were calculated
for the notch. The geometry involved a 10 jzmx 10 jlm square notch with a 1 jLm
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FIGURE 2-14: Second resonant mode, at 1802 Hz, modeled using ABAQUS.
2.8. FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS (FEA)
FIGURE 2-15: Equipotential lines in the notch. Calculated with the FINLAND
program.
gap spacing and fence widths of 5 pim on either side. Integrating the gradient of the
potential along the bottom boundary only under the notch suggests that the notch
capacitance is in fact 40% of a parallel plate. Examination of Equation 2.29 as done
in Section 2.5 predicts this value to be close to 10%. This is most likely due to the
concentrated electric field at the convex corners. The approximation made in the
derivation above neglected these corner effects. Thus, it is advisable that the static
electric field should be modeled more carefully, perhaps with the exact conformal
mapping solution, or with the Schwarz-Christoffel mapping solution.
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3Fabrication
This chapter discusses the fabrication of the sensor starting with the process and
general processing concerns for the 3-mask-level silicon process. Following this, the
2 mask level processing of the glass substrate is explained. Finally, edge-corner com-
pensation techniques and the one-sided anisotropic etching of silicon are discussed.
All of the processing explained in this chapter is carried out in the Integrated Cir-
cuits Laboratory (ICL), Technology Research Laboratory (TRL) and Research Group
Laboratories (RGL) in MTL at MIT. In the sections that follow, the front side of the
wafer is considered to be the aluminum side. Processing parameters can be found in
Appendix E.3.
3.1 Fabrication Sequence
This section outlines the fabrication sequence used to make the sensor and the
glass electrode.
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3.1.1 Silicon processing
The step-by-step process description can be found in Appendix E.1.1. The process
sequence for the accelerometer starts with a <100> p-type double-side polished silicon
wafer (thickness 475 /Lm). The first step is to diffuse phosphorus into the front-
side of the wafer. This p-n diode junction is used in the electrochemical anisotropic
etching step later in the process to define the tether thickness. A diffusion profile
must be calculated to give a junction depth of 5 Itm, the desired thickness of the
tethers, these profiles were developed with the help of the SUPREM-III processing
simulation program [11] and hand calculations [12, 13]. The diffusion profile predicted
by SUPREM can be found in Figure 3-1 and the actual profile determined by scanning
resistance profile can be found in Figure 3-2. The wafer, in accordance with the
simulation and lab procedure, was placed in the phospho-oxychloride (POC1) for 90
minutes at 925 OC. This step grows a phosphosilicate glass (PSG) on the surface of
the wafer that acts as a phosphorus source during the high temperature drive-in.
The drive-in is done at 1100 'C for 6 hours 15 minutes. The PSG is then striped
in buffered-oxide etch (BOE), an industrial etching solution that is 7:1 ammonium
fluoride:hydrofluoric acid. A cross-section of a die can be found in Figure 3-3.
Silicon nitride is deposited in a low-pressure chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD)
system. This layer is 1500 A thick and will act as the etch mask for the electrochemical
etching step. Photoresist is spun onto the outer 5 mm on the front side of the wafer
and hard baked. The nitride is plasma etched from the center portion of the wafer.
The photoresist masks the etch on the outer rim of the wafer. This outer rim of
nitride is to protect the edge of the wafer from edge attack during the electrochemical
etch.
Aluminum is deposited on the front side with a Temescal electron-beam system
to a depth of 1 Im. The aluminum is patterned using a photolithography step
that aligned the aluminum mask to the wafer flat. This alignment is necessary for
subsequent mask alignments to be aligned to the flat as well. The aluminum is
patterned in a Transene aluminum etch (a commercially available etchant), which is
a mixture of phosphoric, acetic and nitric acids. Then the aluminum is sintered. A
cross-section of a die at this point in the processing can be found in Figure 3-4.
The next step is a deep silicon plasma trench etch in the front side of the wafer.
This etch defines the tethers and the damping control structures by etching through
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FIGURE 3-3: Wafer cross-section after the PSG strip.
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FIGURE 3-4: Cross-section of a die after the aluminum is patterned.
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Table 3-1: Etching rates for CC14 .
Material Etch Rate Selectivity
A/min
Silicon 4500 Baseline
Photoresist 3500 1.3:1
Thermal Oxide 730 6.2:1
PECVD Oxide 890 5.1:1
the p-n junction. Thus, during the anisotropic etch, the etch doesn't stop on the
junction but etches through the wafer releasing the structure. The procedure for this
etch was reported by Ng [14]. The etch can be a SF6 or a CC14 based chemistry.
The SF6 based chemistry gives good repeatability and good selectivity to photoresist.
This etch is good for shallow trenches. The CCl4 etch is useful for deeper etches
because it has less lateral undercutting. Since the trench must cut through the p-n
junction at the very least, and for the fluid damping assumptions (the notches having
insignificantly small flow resistance) to be valid, the trench etch must be at least 7ipm
deep. This suggests a CC14 based plasma should be used; etch rates for CC14 taken
from [14] can be found in Table 3-1.
Because aluminum is present on the wafer, thermal oxide cannot be used as a
masking material; therefore, oxide from a plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition
(PECVD) must be used as the masking material. The trench etch should be 10 1tm
deep, which requires an oxide thickness of 2 lim. If the thickness gets much thicker
than this, the film may buckle because of the compressive stress in the deposited
film. This layer was patterned with a plasma oxide etch using patterned photoresist
as the mask. The wafer is then trench etched using the CC14 recipe for 17 minutes.
The oxide is stripped in a 50:1 de-ionized water:HF. The depth of the trench etch
was determined to be 9.3-9.8 gzmr by mechanical surface profiling. Scanning electron
microscope (SEM) pictures of this etch can be found in Figures 3-5 and 3-6. The
pyramid structures visible in the Figures are due to material sputtering onto the
surface and masking the anisotropic silicon etch.
The final fabrication steps for the release of the sensor start by patterning the
nitride on the back side of the sensor. This was accomplished by using a Karl-Suss
infra-red (IR) aligner to align the nitride etch mask to the aluminum on the front side
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FIGURE 3-5: SEM of damping control structures after the silicon trench etch.
FABRICATION
FIGURE 3-6: SEM of side wall after silicon trench etch.
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(silicon is transparent in the IR band). The patterned photoresist masks a plasma
etch of the silicon nitride.
The wafer is then coated with Picco 51401 and cured to flash off the solvent. A
100 mm diameter glass wafer (Corning #7740) with 1 cm of glass cut off from one
side is also coated with Picco and placed in the curing oven. The curing takes place
at 90 oC for 1 hour. The wafer is then placed on a hot plate and is heated until
the resin melts. The glass wafer is then put in contact with the silicon wafer and
the wax coatings are allowed to fuse. The glass and silicon wafers are aligned such
that a large aluminum contact pad can be accessed where the glass was cut away.
Section 3.3 discusses the one-sided etching technique. The glass/silicon laminate is
then placed into the curing oven for another 30 minutes at 90 'C.
The final step is the electrochemical etching of the wafer. A description of this
technique was reported by McNeil et al. [15]. Contact to the n-type layer is made by
removing the wax from the aluminum pad left unprotected by the glass. The working
electrode clip is attached to this aluminum pad. The aluminum pad is connected to all
the bonding pads on the individual sensors by aluminum wires (the large aluminum
pad and the wires connecting everything together is all accomplished on the aluminum
mask). The wafer is placed in a 20% by weight potassium hydroxide solution at 60 OC.
The etch rate for <100> silicon at this concentration and temperature is 26 jtm/hr as
reported by Seidel [16]. The wafer is placed into the solution for 15 hours as a thinning
step. Scribe lines are then cut on a die saw to a depth of 300 pm. A diagnostic is
performed on the wafer/solution circuit to be sure the electrochemistry will work as
desired. A current versus voltage plot is obtained using the electrochemical setup
described by McNeil [15] (see Figure 3-9). This plot shows if the diode that has
been diffused into the wafer is part of the electrochemical circuit or not. If it isn't,
the wafer is removed from the solution and the problem diagnosed at this point. If
the diode is present, the apparatus is placed back into the solution and a -400 mV
potential is applied. A current versus time curve is plotted while the potential is
applied. This curve provides the determination of when the etch is complete by the
presence of the passivation peak. The wafer is overetched by 20 minutes and removed
from the solution (see Figure 3-10). The glass/silicon laminate are soaked in TCE to
free the wafer from the glass. A cross-section of a die after the anisotropic etch can
'A lithographic resin from Hercules, Inc.
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FIGURE 3-7: Cross-section of a die after the electrochemical anisotropic etch.
be found in Figure 3-7 and a SEM picture of a tether and damping control structures
after the etch are in Figure 3-8.
The wafer is diced into individual chips along the scribe lines.
3.1.2 Glass processing
The glass process is a 2 mask process which is documented in Appendix E.1.2 (also
Corning #7740). The first step was to etch 2 jpm pits into the glass. The mask used for
this etch is a 1000 A platinum with a 100 A chrome layer used to improve adhesion.
The metal is patterned using a lift-off process wi'h image reversal photoresist. A
solution of 20:14:66 HF:HNO3:H20 [17, 18] was used to etch the glass for 2 minutes.
The platinum/chrome mask was removed with aqua regia (3:1 HCI:HNO 3).
Aluminum 1 ptm thick was deposited over the pits in the glass. This aluminum
is patterned using Transene aluminum etch with patterned photoresist as the etch
mask. Figure 3-11 shows the cross-section of the pits in the glass and the aluminum
in these pits.
3.1.3 Assembly
Now that the silicon and glass portions of the sensor are completed, they must be
assembled into a complete sensor. The design of the sensor involved the electrostatic
bonding of the glass to the silicon. The silicon die was placed on a hot plate and
the glass portion was placed on the silicon. The two parts were aligned optically and
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FIGURE 3-8: SEM picture showing tether and damping control structures after the
anisotropic etch.
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FIGURE 3-9: Current versus applied voltage curve for the electrochemical setup show-
ing the characteristic diode reverse-bias.
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FIGURE 3-10: Current versus time curve showing the passivation peak.
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FIGURE 3-11: Surface profile of the glass showing the etched pit and the aluminum
deposited in this pit.
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FIGURE 3-12: A cross-section of the completed sensor.
electrodes lowered into place. The hot plate was then turned on and set for 400'C
and 1200 volts were applied across the electrodes. The hot plate remained at 400' for
15 minutes, then the hot plate was turned off. When the temperature dropped below
150 0 C, the voltage was turned off. This electrostatic bonding failed to bond the glass
to the silicon. Residual wax and particulates on the surfaces to be joined hindered
the bonding. In future work, this bonding should be done in a clean environment and
a more aggressive cleaning procedure for the glass and silicon should be developed.
Thus, the bonding of the glass and silicon was achieved by aligning the glass
and silicon by optical means and applying small amount of a cyanoacrylate ester
based adhesive to the glass/silicon interface. Care must be taken so that only enough
adhesive is applied to bond the frame to the glass and that no adhesive seeps into
the gap between the proof mass and the counter electrode. A cross-section of the
completed sensor can be found in Figure 3-12.
3.2 Edge-Corner Compensation
The problem of convex corners rounding during anisotropic etching has been stud-
ied extensively [19, 20, 21, 22, 23] and compensation techniques to counteract this
3.2. EDGE-CORNER COMPENSATION
FIGURE 3-13: SEM of an uncompensated square mesa after anisotropic etch.
rounding have been presented. Figure 3-13 underscores the dramatic effect round-
ing corners can have on an uncompensated convex corner. Since the proof mass is
formed with convex corners, an investigation of edge-corner compensation techniques
was done to determine the appropriate scheme.
The strategies of edge-corner compensation center around delaying the formation
of convex corners until the completion of the etch The most common method is to
create structures that etch with the rest of the wafer. Then, at a designed point, these
structures disappear to expose the convex corners One such method was described
by Buser [23], it is called the street-corner compensation technique. On a < 100>
oriented wafer, the technique is implemented by extending strips (or streets because
if the picture is turned 450, these strips look like an intersection of two streets, hence
the name street-corner compensation) off of the convex corner in the <100> direction
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to the edge of the frame. The width of these strips is twice the desired depth of the
etch. Since the sides of the streets are in the <100> direction, the streets will narrow
at the same rate that the etch proceeds into the wafer. Thus, as the etch reaches the
desired depth, the streets disappear, exposing the convex corner.
Wu and Ko [20] have proposed a similar system which utilizes the crystal planes
which appear on the rounding convex corners. They identified these rounding planes
to be <212>. To mask the corners, they utilize the <212> planes exterior to the
corner. These planes etch in the same manner to expose the convex corner. The
sizing of these structures is more complicated as they etch at a different rate.
Figure 3-15 shows the mask design used to evaluate these two compensation
schemes. The wafers were etched in 20% KOH at 600C, 77'C and 800C. It was
observed that the Wu/Ko compensation technique was very sensitive to wafer align-
ment. The street corner technique etched faster than expected. Faster etching planes
were activated at the convex corners at the end of the street (after this work was
performed, Mayer [19] published similar results, see Figure 3-16). These planes then
etched back up the street to the proof mass, causing the convex corners to be exposed
prematurely. It was determined that the effective etch rate of the <100> planes along
the streets is 30% faster. Thus, the streets in the design were adjusted accordingly.
Figure 3-14 illustrates the type of corner that can be achieved with street-corner
compensation.
In addition to the edge corner measurements and observations, the etch rate of
<100> silicon was determined. This data was fitted to an Arrenhius function. The
activation energy was 0.5587 eV and the pre-exponential factor was 7.26 x 109pm/hr.
These values correspond closely to those reported by Seidel [16].
3.3 One-Sided Anisotropic Etching
The anisotropic etching of the silicon is the last step in the processing of the wafer
in order to minimize the handling and processing after the formation of the tethers.
Because it is the last step in the processing, there is aluminum on the front-side of
the wafer that must be protected from the etchant (KOH etches aluminum). Yet,
electrical contact must be made to the aluminum for the electrochemical etch stop.
Three of the four designs which will be discussed here were based in part on the
one-sided etch apparatus design of Joseph Kung of MIT [24].
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FIGURE 3-14: Mesa formed using street-corner compe,,sation.
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FIGURE 3-15: Edge corner compensation test mask. Mask includes a control die,
one Wu/Ko structure and two street corner schemes.
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FIGURE 3-16: Rounding of corners on street corner compensation as reported by
Mayer.
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FIGURE 3-17: One-sided etching apparatus consisting of 3 concentric o-rings. The
wafer is held in place by vacuum between the inner two o-rings and the nitrogen is
meant to prevent KOH from seeping in through leaks. Electrical contact is made
through gold plated spring loaded pins.
First, the apparatus shown in Figure 3-17 was constructed out of a teflon block. It
consisted of 3 o-rings set in grooves cut for the o-rings. Between the inner two o-rings,
a vacuum was pulled to hold the wafer in place and to make a good seal against the
o-rings to prevent leaking. Between the outer two o-rings and in the interior region,
nitrogen was pressurized. In the event of a leak, nitrogen would be blown out of
the leak instead of KOH seeping in through the leak. Electrical contact was made
through 4 gold-plated spring-loaded pins. The wires, vacuum and nitrogen supply
hoses were made of teflon and connected to manifolds machined in the teflon block
by teflon connectors.
This apparatus proved unsatisfactory because KOH could attack the edges of the
wafer on the aluminum side. The vacuum also placed large bending moments on the
wafer, so as the etch progressed these stresses could cause the wafer to fracture.
The second apparatus investigated can be seen in Figure 3-18. It involves an
inverted design in which a bubble of nitrogen is trapped beneath the wafer. The
nitrogen is continuously circulated by constantly bubbling it out from under the ap-
paratus. The nitrogen serves several functions: first, is supplies an upward pressure
on the wafer to seat it against the o-ring; second, it provides a mechanism to force
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FIGURE 3-18: Inverted apparatus with trapped nitrogen bubble.
nitrogen out through a leak instead of allowing KOH to seep in and lastly, it main-
tained a clean dry atmosphere to prevent KOH vapors from attacking the aluminum
on the wafer. Once again, the nitrogen and the electrical contact wires were delivered
to the apparatus in teflon tubes with teflon connectors.
This device proved unsatisfactory because the o-ring was not compliant enough;
a good wafer/o-ring seal was never achieved. In addition, an intermittent electrical
short from the aluminum to the solution would cause failure.
In the interest of improving the seal with the o-ring, a third apparatus was designed
and built (see Figure 3-19). In this case, the wafer is secured to a glass plate by wax
or epoxy. The glass is a 5" square, .090" thick mask plate with the emulsion stripped.
It is held in place and pressed against the o-ring by a stainless-steel plate that is
screwed down to a teflon block by eight screws. Electrical contact is made by gold-
plated spring-loaded pins which extend from the teflon, through holes in the glass
to the aluminum pads on the wafer. As with the previous two designs, nitrogen was
supplied through a teflon hose to the apparatus to prevent leaking around the o-ring
and the wires were also placed in teflon hoses.
Several methods of securing the wafer to the glass were tried; first were epoxies.
In the etch solution, hydroxyl ions are present, these ions degraded the quality of
most of the epoxies to the point where the springs in the gold contact pins are able
to force the wafer off of the glass. Where the epoxy was strong enough that it didn't
degrade, the bond was so strong that the glass would warp under the tensile stress of
I
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FIGURE 3-19: Third one-sided etching apparatus in which the wafers is fixed to a
plate of glass and the glass is clamped to the apparatus forming a good seal with the
o-ring.
the epoxy. This cause fracturing of the glass when it was clamped into place. Also,
after the completion of the etch, the wafer couldn't be removed from the glass.
Second, various waxes were tried. These waxes ranged from lithographic resins
(mentioned earlier) to black waxes that were resistant to KOH. In all cases, the bond
the wax had with the glass deteriorated to the point where the spring contacts were
able to force the wafer free of the glass. This could be due to two factors, namely, the
temperature of the etch occurred near the glass transition temperature of the wax,
so the wax flowed under the stress, or the wax itself was degraded by the KOH.
In the course of the wax studies for the above apparatus, the following scheme was
developed and adopted. It consists of taking a glass wafer (same glass that is used in
the processing of the sensor) and cutting off one side to make a flat. A solution of wax
(Picco 5140 mentioned earlier) in trichloroethylene (TCE) was prepared. The wax
was spun onto the glass and the silicon wafer. After curing, the pieces were brought
in contact on a hot plate to allow the wax layers to melt together and fuse. Then the
wax was removed from the contact region with TCE and the resulting structure can
be seen in Figure 3-20. This scheme proved superior because of the ease of assembly
and the relative simplicity of the procedure. This method had one mode of failure
which we observed where the wax failed and the KOH was able to attack under the
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FIGURE 3-20: Glass/Silicon sandwich that was used for the one-sided electrochemical
etching.
glass.
The wafer/glass structure is separated after the etch by soaking in TCE at 600C
until the wax has dissolved. The wafer is then placed in fresh TCE to remove residual
wax. A final solvent rinse is performed by rinsing the wafer in acetone, then methanol
and finally DI water.
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4Testing
This chapter discusses the various methods used in testing the sensor. Starting
with the tether thickness measurements and the confirmation of the p-n junction in
the tether. Following this, the tests conducted on the completed sensors are discussed.
Chapter 5 contains the results of the tests outlined in this chapter.
4.1 Electrochemical Etching
4.1.1 Tether thickness by SEM
In order to determine the actual tether thickness after the electrochemical etch,
a sensor with a broken frame was placed into a scanning-electron microscope (SEM).
The broken frame enabled an unobstructed view of the cross-section of the tether.
After magnifying the cross-section, the thickness could be determined from the scale
bar at the bottom of the SEM picture.
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4.1.2 Diode verification
A voltage vs. current plot was made to determine if the p-n junction still existed in
the tether after the electrochemical etch. A sensor was placed (aluminum side down)
on a piece of paper and held in place by conductive paint (care must be taken so the
paint doesn't short out the junction). This paint made contact to the aluminum pad
and provided a conductive path so that the pad could be probed. The other side of
the diode was on the top side of a tether. A probe was gently lowered onto the tether
and care was taken to not apply too much pressure. The probes were connected to
a HP 4145B parameter analyzer. The voltage was swept from -20 to 70 volts and a
trace of the voltage vs. current was obtained. This curve was then plotted on a HP
plotter.
4.2 CV Measurements
The first diagnostic performed on the assembled sensors was a capacitance vs. DC
voltage scan. The purpose was to determine the capacitance behavior as a function
of the applied DC voltage. These measurements were taken using the setup shown
in Figure 4-1. It consisted of a GenRad capacitance bridge, Keithley programmable
power supply and a HP computer connected together by the GPIB interface. The
computer logged the data as the power supply swept the voltage from 0 to 60 volts
(the maximum voltage allowed on the capacitance bridge). The GenRad capacitance
bridge used a test signal of 15 mV at a frequency of 15 kHz, well above the first
mechanical resonance. The data was later plotted on a HP plotter.
4.3 One Gravity Sensitivity
The capacitance sensitivity to +1 g was measured by connecting the sensor to
the GenRad bridge through a Faraday box. All connections to the bridge were made
through coaxial cables. The test signal applied to the sensor was 15 mV at 15 kHz.
A single measurement consisted of the bridge making 20 measurements and then
averaging these values. The sensor was held with the proof mass up and level and
a measurement was made. The sensor was then turned over so the proof mass was
down and another measurement made. Once capacitances are determined, the gap
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FIGURE 4-1: Block diagram of the experimental setup used in the CV measurements.
spacing is inferred by the following relationship:
Cm'X = C.Xn (4.1)
where C, is the measured capacitance; C, is the nominal capacitance calculated from
the model; x, is the nominal gap spacing from which C, is calculated and x, is the
inferred gap spacing from the capacitance measurement.
4.4 Pull-in
The next test performed on the sensor was to verify pull-in. The sensor was
hooked up to a HP 4145B parameter analyzer through a Faraday box. The sensor
was placed vertically so there was no component of gravity acting to narrow the gap
spacing. The voltage was swept from 0 to 100 volts and the current was monitored
to determine if pull-in had occurred. The resulting curves were plotted using HP
plotter. If the sensor did pull-in, the leads to the sensor were shorted to discharge
the sensor. Then another voltage scan was performed to determine if the proof mass
stuck to the aluminum counter electrode.
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FIGURE 4-2: Drawing of the linear track with the cart, reference accelerometer,
motor and the measurement system.
4.5 Dynamic Testing
Since the spectrum of an earthquake is relatively low frequency and moderate
acceleration (maximum about .2g), an excitation device with a long excursion needed
to be used. Most commercial shaking systems are for high frequency excitations
and therefore have excursions that are too short. Acceleration time histories from
numerous earthquakes were obtained and it was determined that an excursion of 4
feet was adequate for the test earthquakes.
Figure 4-2 shows the mechanical layout of the test track. It consists of a 4 foot
linear bearing from Thomson mounted on an aluminum square channel. The cart on
the linear bearing is driven by a motor through a chain system. Mounted to the cart
on the linear bearing is a reference accelerometer.
The complete measurement system can be seen in block form in Figure 4-3. The
components used in assembling the test system can be found in Appendix H. The
central portion of the measurement system is a personal computer. This computer has
a data acquisition system and a GPIB interface board. The earthquake trace, or other
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FIGURE 4-3: Block diagram of the dynamic test measurement system.
waveform, is output from the data acquisition system through an onboard digital to
analog converter at 100 Hz. This waveform is the input to the track control system.
This control system is designed to close the loop around the track to improve the
tracking of input waveforms (see Appendix G). The data acquisition system accepts
as input the signal from the reference accelerometer and the sensor electronics. These
signals are sampled at 1000 Hz and low-pass filtered with the digital signal processing
chip on the data acquisition board. The signals are then sent to the computer for
recording at 100 Hz.
The DC bias and the capacitor test signal are supplied by a programmable power
supply and a programmable function generator, respectively. These are programmed
by the computer via the GPIB interface. In this way, all aspects of the test can be
placed directly under program control on the Gateway computer.
The circuit used for the capacitance measurements can be seen, in schematic
form, in Figure 4-4. The circuit incorporates a phase detection scheme using a mod-
ulator/demodulator. The sine of the relative phase angle is then the output signal
of the circuit. Thus, for small angles, the relative phase is the voltage of the output
of the circuit. The relative phase can be used to determine the relative capacitance
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FIGURE 4-4: Schematic diagram of the capacitance detection circuit.
of the sensor with reference to the fixed capacitance in the circuit. Thus, the gap
spacing of the sensor can be determined.
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5Results and Discussion
This chapter presents the results obtained in the course of this research. First, new
results associated with the p-n junction etch-stop technique in electrochemistry will
be presented. Then the capacitance vs. voltage measurement results, ±lg sensitivity
measurements and the pull-in study results will be presented.
5.1 Electrochemistry Results
The thickness of the tethers must to be determined for simulation purposes. A
sensor is examined according to Section 4.1.1 to measure this thickness. Figure 5-1
clearly shows that the tether thickness is approximately 13 Itm. This is considerably
more than the 6.5 Ctm junction depth determined by SRP. A post-etch sample was
probed according to Section 4.1.2 and a current vs. voltage scan was performed
to determine if the p-n junction was still present in the tether. Figure 5-2 shows
the resulting curve; a characteristic diode curve confirming the presence of the p-n
junction.
According to McNeil [15], the silicon passivates when the current density passing
through the silicon into the solution reaches a threshold value. Ideally, this threshold
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FIGURE 5-1: SEM photograph of the cross-section of a tether after the electrochem-
ical etch.
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value is not reached until the diode is entirely etched away. Based on the above
measurements, this is not the case. There is also the trivial bounding case that the
silicon does not passivate at the initiation of the etch. Thus, something is modifying
the leakage current of the diode during the course of the etch. When the width of the
semiconductor material in a p-n junction becomes comparable to the diffusion length
of minority carriers, the leakage current becomes dependent on this width; this is
called the short diode condition [25]. It causes an increase in the leakage current
because the minority carriers generated on one side of the junction don't have a
chance to recombine before reaching the ohmic contact.
The ideal diode equation is:
J = Jo (e - (5.1)
where for the short diode condition:
( D De (5.2)
ND NW, NAWp
According to Bar-Lev [25], wafers processed at high temperatures experience lower
minority carrier lifetimes; sometimes as low as 0.1 ps after processing at 1200 OC, or
10 ps after processing at 1100 oC. Taking a value of lps, gives a diffusion length of
62 pm for electrons in the p-type silicon. This indicates that for at least the last two
hours of the etch, the p-type side can be considered short. In the Equation 5.2, there
is an inversely proportional dependence on the thickness of this remaining p-type
material. Thus, as the p-type material is etched away, the current density rises, and
can eventually reach the passivation threshold prior to the etch reaching the junction.
In reverse bias, there are localized states in the depletion region which act as
generation sites (under forward bias, these sites are recombination centers). These
sites generate hole-electron pairs through thermal excitation, which are immediately
swept away from each other by the electric field increasing the ideal leakage current
density Jo. This additional current, called the generation-recombination current, has
the form:
JGR =qWpni (5.3)2e7,
where Wdep is the depletion width and re is the effective lifetime, or the reciprocal of
the carrier generation rate from a trap; see Sze [26].
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Adding this term to the ideal leakage current equation, we can see that the leakage
current density is now dependent upon the inverse of the width of the p-type region
and also the width of the depletion region.
Another source for increased leakage current is the surface states (dangling silicon
bonds) created when the silicon was trench etched. In the depletion region, these
extra surface states act as generation centers increasing the generation-recombination
current even further . It may be possible to eliminate these states (tie up the dangling
bonds) by growing a gate oxide after the trench etch, this is left to future investigations
as it is beyond the scope of this thesis.
Figure 5-3 is a SEM photograph of the side wall of the proof mass after the
anisotropic etch. This should normally be a smooth surface along the <111> crystal
plane, but this picture clearly shows terraces along this surface. This is indicative of
crystal defects (possibly oxygen precipitates) in the silicon crystal which accelerate
the etching of the <111> plane. These defects could be still more sites for carrier
generation which again increases JGR.
The equations for the short diode effects and the generation-recombination current
are proposed as a solution to the problem of the silicon passivating prematurely during
the etch. It is left to future investigations to determine if these equations sufficiently
model and predict the etching behavior in p-n junction etch-stop.
5.2 CV Measurements
The measurements described in Section 4.2 were taken and logged on the HP
computer. All of the sensors measured had capacitances less than 6.5 pF. The unbi-
ased capacitance was used to determine the actual gap spacing. This was calculated
to be 4-7 pm where the design was 1 ym. This gap spacing was then used in the
static equilibrium computer program to calculate the CV curve that theory predicts.
Figures 5-4 and 5-5 show the close correlation the actual sensors have to the theory
developed.
With the correction for the actual gap spacing, the theory now predicts the pull-in
voltages for the sensor to be in excess of 100 volts. It is suspected that wax particles
and dust are getting into the gap or between the silicon and glass during the assembly
process causing this increase in the gap spacing. It is suggested that in future work,
the wafer and glass be thoroughly cleaned and assembled in a clean environment.
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FIGURE 5-3: SEM photograph of a proof mass showing terraced <111> side wall.
This terracing is indicative of defect accelerated etching of the <111> crystal planes.
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FIGURE 5-4: CV curve for a typical assembled sensor.
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5.3 One Gravity Sensitivity Measurements
The sensor's response to +1 g accelerations was determined according to the
procedure in Section 4.3. The sensor was designed to have a sensitivity of 1000A
/g; however, because the actual thickness of the tethers was approximately 13 lm,
the expected sensitivity is 57A /g, or a difference in capacitance of 10 fF. However,
the variation in the capacitance measurement under static conditions, is of greater
magnitude than the ±lg signal. Thus, the measurements made were within the
noise of the capacitance measurements, preventing an accurate measurement of the
sensitivity.
5.4 Pull-in Measurements
The sensors were tested using the procedure outlined in Section 4.4. Figures 5-6
and 5-7 show the traces of a sensor that did pull-in and a sensor whose pull-in voltage
is above 100 volts. The Figures illustrate the profound increase in current as pull-
in occurs. After the pull-in occurred, the sensor was discharged by shorting the
leads. Then, another scan was performed to determine if the sensor experienced any
deterioration because of the pull-in. Figure 5-8 show that the proof mass did stick to
the aluminum counter electrode. The resistance of the sensor at this point was 400W
and the capacitance was 1.2 IjF. During the test, as much as 0.16 W of power were
dissipated in the sensor. This power could cause local melting of the aluminum and
causing the silicon to fuse to the aluminum.
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6Conclusions
This thesis reports on the development of a novel accelerometer for earthquake
detection. The theory of operation is developed and explored. This theory proposes
two modes of open-loop operation of the sensor; namely, the threshold switch ap-
proach, or the enhanced sensitivity approach. In the interest of verifying the modes
of operation that the theory predicts, a prototype was designed and a fabrication
process developed.
Through the course of developing the process, a technique for one-sided electro-
chemical etching is developed in Chapter 3. This technique is by no means fully
developed. Future work is needed to fine tune this technique. Wax technology must
be explored further to find a more ductile wax with good resistance to caustic solutions
and yet readily dissolves in common solvents.
During the investigation and use of electrochemical etch stop, the perplexing prob-
lem of etch stop membranes substantially thicker than the junction depth was dealt
with. The increase in leakage current through short diode effects and the generation-
recombination current are proposed as a mechanism for this pre-mature etch stop.
Further work must be undertaken to verify this explanation.
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FIGURE 6-1: Schematic showing the effect of bulk crystal defects on the etch rate of
the <111> plane.
When sensors reached the completion of fabrication it was found that the sensors
were extremely fragile and yet they were thicker than desired; this suggests that
some form of acceleration over-stop should be incorporated into the design. Yield
rates for the sensor were in the neighborhood of 10%. Scanning electron and optical
microscope studies have shown evidence of bulk crystal defects in the silicon (see
Figure 5-3). Figure 6-1 shows schematically the effects of these defects through the
course of the anisotropic etch. These defects cause accelerated etching in the <111>
direction. It progresses to the point of causing punch through in the damping control
structure area. This causes weak points, or stress concentration points, in the tether
structure and membrane. Future work must be concerned with the quality of the
bulk crystal.
Many static measurements were taken on the completed sensors. The results of
these measurements suggest that there are particulates interfering with the proper
operation of this sensor. In future work, it is suggested that as many assembly
operations as possible be undertaken in a clean environment, in particular after the
anisotropic etch. These measurements also show encouraging results concerning the
validity of the model. However, the results of the testing are not conclusive. Extensive
work must be done to address numerous issues raised in this thesis toward designing
a new prototype sensor.
The express goal of this thesis was the development and validation of a prototype
accelerometer. Although this goal was not achieved, progress was made in under-
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standing the underlying fabrication issues and the physics of operation. Through a
redesign of the prototype and careful consideration of some of the issues raised in
this thesis, a sensor closer to that envisioned may be realized. Among the more im-
portant issues of redesign are the incorporation of acceleration over-stop protection,
achieving the proper tether thickness, particulate control during assembly. Once this
is achieved, then extensive testing may begin to explore the behavior of this system
under open and closed loop conditions.
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Appendix A
Fluid Damping Derivation
In this Appendix, the fluid damping expression is derived in detail. Starting
with the Navier-Stokes equation and the continuum flow assumption from Potter and
Foss [5]:
T- + (Ui " -V)u = -1Vp + vV'2 - gf (A.1)dt P
Vi = 0 (A.2)
We assume one-dimensional, fully-developed flow, and that gravity effects are neg-
ligible. If we apply these assumptions to the Equation A.1 and choose cartesian
coordinates, we get:
8~u, 1 8p9-U- 1- (A.3)
Oz 2  Yy
where v is the velocity in the y direction and the coordinate system shown in Fig-
ure A-1. Integrating twice with respect to z and applying v = 0 boundary conditions:
1 (A.)v (z- h z) (A.4)
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S
FIGURE A-1: Definition of coordinate system for the fluids problem and relevant
dimensions.
where h is the gap height. Now a control volume balance is performed to maintain
continuity:
wi v dz - hS wi = 0 (A.5)
rearranging and integrating:
_p 12 S h(A.6)
-=(A.6)
dy h 3
integrating with respect to y and applying the boundary condition p(y = s) = p"
where pc. is atmospheric pressure.
P 12hS (S - y) + poo (A.7)
Integrating this absolute pressure over the surface area of the fence, an expression for
the force is obtained:
F =6(A.8)
In a similar manner, the solution for cylindrical coordinates can be obtained. This
equation models the damping at the end of the fences. For a complete cylinder of
radius s:
37r"L S 4 h
4h3  (A.9)4h3
A.1. INCOMPRESSIBLE FLOW JUSTIFICATION
Equation A.8 represents half of a fence, so this must be multiplied by 2, then
added with Equation A.9 to get the equation for a complete fence. The total force is
then the sum of all the fences (N + 1):
12(N +1)/I 7rS 4}
Fd 12am (Np = S3(W - 2S) + S4h (A.10)
where:
L- ION
S = (A.11)
2(N + 1)
A.1 Incompressible flow justification
The incompressible flow assumption made in the beginning of this Appendix will
be justified by calculating the acceleration necessary to increase the gage pressure
under a fence to one atmosphere. Starting with a simple mass-spring-damper system:
mi + bi + k(G - z) = 0 (A.12)
Maximum velocity is obtained when G - z is zero. This gives a maximum magnitude
for acceleration:
,ma = -- (A.13)
m
An expression for i can be obtained from Equation A.7. Pressure is maximum when
y is zero. The pressure differential across the fence is:
12pS 2idAp = z3 (A.14)
This equation can now be combined with Equation A.13 to get an expression for the
maximum acceleration in terms of design parameters and the increase in pressure.
This expression is:
b p~z3
Zma= = (A.15)
m 12pS 2
This expression can be evaluated using typical values of: m = 2.25 x 10- 6Kg, S =
4.901 x 10-6m, z = l1-6m and it = 2.5 x 10-sPa s. These values give a value for the
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acceleration necessary to induce an increase in pressure of one atmosphere under the
fence:
,man = 3.96 x 105 - (A.16)
This value is far in excess of any accelerations that this sensor is designed for. There-
fore the incompressible assumption is valid.
Appendix B
Notch Capacitance Derivation
The capacitance in the notch is derived by making an approximation to conformal
mapping. This approximation is made by assuming the field lines follow a combination
of linear and circular arcs. Figure B-2 illustrates the assumed field lines for this
approximation (this figure is a duplication of Figure 2-6). The study of electrostatics
gives the following equations [6]:
a = 6oE (B.1)
q = CV (B.2)
where or is the surface charge density; Eo is the permittivity of air; E is the electric field
strength at the surface; q is the total charge on the capacitor; C is the capacitance
and V is the applied voltage. The voltage is defined as the integration of E along a
line, or, E is V divided by the length of the field line (which is an approximation and a
major source of error in this derivation). Using the coordinates defined in Figure B-1
for this derivation:
E = (B.3)
z + Er
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FIGURE B-1: Definition of coordinate system for the capacitance problem and rele-
vant dimensions.
Integrating this over the area on the side of the notch and dividing by the voltage:
C= 2c0WIn 1+ )(B.4)
The parameter t is a design parameter that has been chosen to be 10 jim based upon
fluid considerations. In Chapter 2.4, it was observed that if ir was approximated to be
3 that a better fit to the FEM simulations was obtained. This gives an expression for
the capacitance of half a notch. An expression for the total capacitance on the bottom
of the plate can be obtained by multiplying the above equation by the number of half
notches (N + 1) and adding the parallel plate capacitance from the region between
the notches:
Ctotal = oW [L - ONG 4In(1 +30)] (B.5)z 3 4z
_ __ q
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FIGURE B-2: Assumed electric field lines in notch (not to scale).
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Appendix C
Lyapunov Analysis and Sliding
Mode Control
C.1 Analysis
The set of tools available for the analysis of non-linear systems has simply exploded
of the past several years as evidenced in Slotine [27]. It may be possible to gain
some insight into the behavior of this system through the application of invariant set
theorems and Babalat's lemma to Lyapunov like analysis functions. These methods of
analysis can guarantee stability, but they cannot guarantee instability. They simply
state that a given analysis function may not be an appropriate choice. The first
candidate analysis function is:
U = 1 + k(r- 1)dr + j-2dr (C.1)2 o2
This function is equivalent to the amount of mechanical energy stored in the system.
Therefore, if it is shown that the time derivative of this function is always zero, we
can prove at least local stability. The time derivative of Equation C.1 is taken and
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the result is combined with the normalized differential equation:
+ Cly-3 + k-(y - 1) + C2y - 2 = U (C.2)
we get:
Ul=yy n - y(C.3)
If inputs to the system u are neglected (time varying systems must be treated with
more advanced methods), it is obvious that this equation negative semi-definite over
the physically meaningful state space. This equation implies that there are two invari-
ant sets which the system may settle into. The first is when the velocity disappears
and the acceleration also disappears. This happens when the spring force is counter-
ing the electrostatic force. The other invariant set is the singularity. On a global scale,
this system doesn't become unstable in the sense that trajectories tend to infinity.
Our definition of an unstable state is when a trajectory enters this singularity.
If the time-variant term u is once again considered, we may arrive at a com-
plex stability condition through the use of a Lyapunov-like extension of Babalat's
lemma [27].
Lemma C.1.1 Lyapunov-like Lemma: If a scalar function U(y, t) satisfies the fol-
lowing conditions:
* U(xz,t) is lower bounded
* U(x, t) is negative semi-definite
* U(x, t) is uniformly continuous in time or U(x, t) is upper bounded
then U(x, t) -+ 0 as t -o o.
C.2 Sliding Mode Control
The application of a non-linear control scheme to the operation of the accelerom-
eter could potentially open new possibilities of operation. The full exploration of this
potential is left for further development beyond the scope of this thesis. Therefore,
a very superficial treatment of this method is covered in this section. Very limited
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studies have been carried out concerning the application of this method without any
conclusions being drawn. The derivation of the system starts with defining a weighted
sum of the position error and velocity error:
s = + A. (C.4)
where A is a parameter to be selected later. The desire is to keep the parameter s at
zero, or on the sliding surface S(t) (a line in the error state space of the sensor). This
can be done by choosing a control law for input (this will be accomplished through
voltage modulation on the capacitor) such that:
ld1 < - dS2<(C.5)
2 dt-
where 71 is a strictly positive constant. This condition constrains all trajectories of s
to approach the sliding surface S(t) in the phase plane. This sliding condition thus
makes the sliding surface an invariant set.
Values for A and 7 were chosen based upon a sampling rate of the controller and
simulations were run. The desired trajectory for the controller was to hold the gap
spacing at y = 0.5 while the system is being excited by an external acceleration and
the output of the system is the applied voltage. Figure C-1 shows the result of a
simulation. The amplitude and frequency of the acceleration are apparent in the
voltage waveform in addition to a chopping effect which is an artifact of the fact the
input can only pull in one direction. The exact relationship between the two is left
for future work. The source code for the simulation is listed in Appendix D.3.
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FIGURE C-i: A sample simulation of the voltage waveform calculated by the sliding
mode controller.
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Appendix D
Simulation Programs
This Appendix gives the source code for the numerical simulations of the differ-
ential equation as well as a finite element solution for Laplace's equation.
D.1 Equilibrium Simulation Program
This program calculates the equilibrium position and the effective spring constant
of the system as a function of applied voltage.
/* This program performs the numerical integration of the non-linear */
/* differential equation governing the dynamics of the */
/* micro-seismometer. */
/* This is portion calculates the DC operating point given the input */
/* voltage in RMS. */
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/* All values are in mks units!!! */
Author: Mark P Lubratt
Date: January, 1990
Advisor: Prof. Schmidt
Masssachusetts Institute of Technology */
main()
{
float voltrms, equilibrium(), keff();
float epsilon, mass, spring, g, area, gap, x, kem;
epsilon
mass
spring
g
area
gap
= 8.854e-12;
= 5.166e-6;
= 506.;
= 0.0;
= 6.1009e-6;
= le-6;
/* The first step is
/* position based on
/* electric permittivity of dielectric (air) */
/* mass of proof mass */
/* effective mechanical spring constant */
/* acceleration due to gravity */
/* area of the capacitor plates */
/* capacitor plate spacing (initial) */
to allow the mass to settle to an equilibrium */
the RMS voltage applied to the plates. */
for(voltrms=0.; voltrms <= 2.0; volt-rms += .01) {
x = equilibrium(epsilon,mass,spring,gap,g,area,volt.rms);
k-em = k.eff(epsilon,spring,area,voltrms,x);
if (x == 0.0)
kem = 0.0;
printf("Yg\ttg\t%g\n",volt_rms,k-em,x);
float keff(epsilon,spring,area,volt.rms,x)
float epsilon,spring,volt-rms,area,x;
{
/* This routine calculates the effective spring constant of the system */
D.2. DYNAMIC SIMULATION PROGRAM
float dummy;
dummy = spring - voltrms*voltrms*epsilon*area/(x*x*x);
return (dummy);
I
float equilibrium(epsilon,mass,spring, gap,g,area,voltrms)
float epsilon,mass,spring,gap,g,area,voltrms;
/* This routine calculates the static equilibrium for the system */
float x-new,xold,v-old,force;
x-new = 0.;
xold = gap;
do {
force = -epsilon*area*volt-rms*voltrms/(2*xold*xold);
force -= mass*g;
x-new = force/spring + gap;
if (x.new <= 0.0)
x.new = 0.0;
vold = x-new-x-old;
xold = xnew;
}while((v.old != 0.)&&(xnew != 0.0));
return(x-new);
D.2 Dynamic Simulation Program
This program calculates the time behavior of the system. It uses the fsoda dif-
ferential equation integrator available via the netlib facility from AT&T Bell Labs.
To obtain information on how to retrieve the solver from the network librarian, send
a message to netlib@research.att.com with "send index" on the subject line. This
system is automated and will send by return mail the index of the library.
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external fex
implicit double precision (a-z)
character*8 dummy
logical impuls, impul2
integer neq, itol, itask, istate, iopt, iwork, jt, liw, irw
integer numpnt, offset
dimension x(2), ivork(25), rwork(70)
common /parms/ volfre, volamp, excfre, excamp, impul2, impuls, ae,
+ ag, Ci, C2, KM, V, gap, phaseV, phaseA
common /plotp/ dummy, totalt, numpnt
parameter(PI=3.1415926535, TWOPI=6.2831853)
open(7, FILE='sim.dat')
read(7,1) dummy, totalt
read(7,1) dummy, nyquist
read(7,1) dummy, volamp
read(7,1) dummy, volfre
read(7,1) dummy, phaseV
read(7,1) dummy, excamp
read(7,1) dummy, excfre
read(7,1) dummy, phaseA
read(7,1) dummy, w
read(7,1) dummy, 1
read(7,1) dummy, t
read(7,1) dummy, gap
read(7,1) dummy, spring
read(7,1) dummy, n
read(7,1) dummy, ag
read(7,*) dummy
close(7)
i format(a8,e12.6)
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eo = 8.854d-12
mu = 2.54d-5
s = (1 - i0*gap*n)/(2*(n+i))
rho = 2300.
c KM = 9.8D+7
mass = rho*t*(-0.707*t*(l+w) + t**2 + l*w)
KM = spring / mass
print *, mass, KM * mass, 1, w, t
C1 = 12*(n+l)*mu*s**3*w/(mass*gap**3)*(1-(2-PI/8)*s/w)
C2 = .5 * eo * w *(i/gap - 9*n)/(mass*gap*gap)
if ((nyquist*totalt) .It. 150.0) then
nyquist = totalt/150.0
endif
numpnt = totalt / nyquist + 1
c call falloc(numpnt*2,8,1,i,addr,offset)
offset = 0
neq = 3
t = O.OdO
iopt = 0
itask = 1
istate = i
Irw = 70
liw = 25
jt = 2
x(2) = O.OdO
itol = 1
rtol = 1.0d-6
atol = 1.0d-8
V = volamp
ae = excamp
impuls = .FALSE.
impul2 = .FALSE.
if ( excfre .It. 0.0) then
impuls = .TRUE.
ae = 0.0
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endif
call plot("start ", istate)
VRMS = volamp
if (volfre .ne. 0.0) then
VRMS = VRMS/sqrt(2.0)
endif
c call equil(eo,mass,spring,gap,ag,w,l,n,VRMS,x(1))
x(i)=1.0
if (x(1) .le. 0.0) then
call plot("Pull ", istate)
stop
endif
do 10 tout = 0.0, (totalt + nyquist), nyquist
2 call isoda(fex,neq,x,t,tout,itol,rtol,atol,itask,istate,
+ iopt,rwork,lrw,iwork,liw,jac,jt)
if (istate .lt. 0) then
if (istate .eq. -1) then
istate = 2
goto 2
endif
call plot("istate ", istate)
stop
endif
10 write(*,101) tout,x(1),x(2)
call plot("End ", istate)
c write(*,60)iwork(11),iwork(12),iwork(13),iwork(19),rwork(I5)
101 format(3(e12.6,1x))
102 format(2(e12.6,1x))
c 102 format('.end',/,'Plot Line=solid',/,'End')
c 60 format(/,'Remark no. steps=',i6,9x,'no. f-s=',i6,9x,'no. j-s=',i6/
c + ,'Remark method last used=',i2,6x,'last switch was at t=',e12.4)
end
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subroutine fex(neq, t, x, xdot)
implicit double precision (a-z)
integer neq, istate
logical impuls, impul2
dimension x(2), xdot(2)
common /parms/ volfre, volamp, excfre, excamp, impul2, impuls, ae,
+ ag, Ci, C2, KM, V, gap, phaseV, phaseA
if(x(1) .le. 0.0) then
call plot("Model ", istate)
stop
endif
if(volfre .ne. 0.0) then
V = volamp*sin(volfreet + phaseV)
endif
if(excfre .gt. 0.0) then
ae = excamp*sin(excfreet + phaseA)
endif
if(impul2) then
ae = 0.0
impul2 = .FALSE.
endif
if (impuls .and. (t .ge. (dabs(excfre)))) then
ae = excamp
impuls = .FALSE.
impul2 = .TRUE.
endif
xdot(1) = x(2)
xdot(2) = ae/gap - Cl*x(2)/x(1)**3 - KM*(x(l)-l) - C2*V**2/x(1)**2
A - ag/gap
return
end
subroutine plot(func, istate)
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implicit double precision (a-z)
character*8 dummy, func
integer istate, numpnt
logical impu12, impuls
common /parms/ volfre, volamp, excfre, excamp, impul2, impuls, ae,
+ ag, Ci, C2, KM, V, gap, phaseA, phaseV
common /plotp/ dummy, totalt, numpnt
parameter(PI=3.1415926535, TWOPI=6.2831863)
if (func .eq. "start ") then
if (dummy .eq. "giraphe3") then
print *, "Title Generalized Gap Spacing vs. Time"
print *, "Title ",excamp," m/s^2 "",excfre/TWOPI," Hz",
+ phaseA," radians"
print *, "Title ",volamp," v "",volfre/TWOPI," Hz",
+ phaseV," radians"
print *, "XLabel Time (s)"
print *, "YLabel y"
9 format('Linear xmin=O xmax=',ei2.6,' ymin=O ymax=1.1')
write(*,9) totalt
print *, "Read comfile xexp=time yexp=spacing numpoints=",
+ numpnt
print *, ".column time spacing velocity"
endif
else if (func .eq. "End ") then
if (dummy .eq. "giraphe3") then
print *, ".end"
print *, "Plot Line=solid"
print *, "End"
endif
else if (func .eq. "Pull ") then
if (dummy .eq. "giraphe3") then
print *, ".end"
print *, "Remark Initial voltage too high, PULL-IN!"
print *, "End"
endif
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else if (func .eq. "istate ") then
if (dummy .eq. "giraphe3") then
print *, ".end"
print *, "Plot Line=solid"
print *, "Remark ERROR condition istate =",istate
print *, "End"
endif
v else if (func .eq. "Model ") then
if (dummy .eq. "giraphe3" ) then
print *, ".end"
print *, "Plot Line=solid"
print *, "Remark Model is no longer valid"
print *, "End"
endif
endif
if (dummy .eq. "giraphe3") then
if (func .eq. "other ") then
print *, ".end"
print *, "Legend Displacement"
print *, "Plot line=solid"
print *, "Use yaxis=right"
print *, "Read comfile xexp=#l yexp=#2*1el2 numpoints=",numpnt
endif
endif
return
end
The following is a sample of the input file used to supply the necessary parameters
to the simulation program.
Total
Nyqst
7.5000OOd-02
5.000000d-02
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volamp 0.457000d+00
volfre 0.000000d+00
phaseV 0.000000d+00
excamp 5.026400d+00
excfre 2.700000d+02
phaseA 0.000000d+00
W 2.470000d-03
L 2.470000d-03
T 4.750000d-04
gap 1.000000d-06
spring 5.060000d+02
N 9.500000d+01
gray 0.000000d+00
giraphe3
D.3 Sliding Mode Controller Simulator
This program simulates a sliding mode controller implementation for the ac-
celerometer. It also depends upon the fsoda (Appendix D.2 contains instructions
on obtaining this code) package for solving the differential equations.
external fex
implicit double precision (a-z)
character*8 dummy
logical impuls, impul2
integer neq, itol, itask, istate, iopt, iwork, jt, liw, irw
integer numpnt, offset
dimension x(2), iwork(25), rwork(70)
common /parms/ volfre, volamp, excfre, excamp, impul2, impuls, ae,
+ ag, Ci, C2, KM, V, gap
common /plotp/ dummy, totalt, numpnt
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parameter(PI=3.1415926535, TWOPI=6.2831853)
totalt = 0.5
w = 1.0d-3
1 = 1.Od-3
t = 500.Od-6
gap = 1.0d-6
n = 40.0
ag = 0.0
dummy = 'giraphe3'
eo = 8.854d-12
mu = 2.54d-5
s = (1 - 10*gap*n)/(2*(n+l))
rho = 2300.
K._ = 9.8D+7
mass = rho*t*(-0.707*t*(l+w) + t**2 + l*w)
C1 = 12*(n+l)*mu*s**3*w/(mass*gap**3)*(1-(2-PI/8)*s/w)
C2 = .5 * eo * w *(l/gap - 9*n)/(mass*gap*gap)
srate = 10000.0
nyquist = .001
lambda = 120.0
betwen = nyquist*srate
numpnt = totalt / nyquist + 1
c call falloc(numpnt*2,8,1,i,addr,offset)
offset = 0
neq = 2
t = 0.OdO
iopt = 0
itask = 1
istate = 1
Irw = 70
liw = 25
jt = 2
x(2) = 0.OdO
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itol = 1
rtol = 1.0d-6
atol = 1.0d-8
V = 0.0
x(1)=1.0
tout = 0.0
eta = 12.0
beta = sqrt(1.05/.95)
xd = 0.5
print *, ".column time space error volt"
do 10 timer = 0.0,totalt, nyquist
do 20 count = 0, int(betwen)
2 ihat = C1*x(2)/x(1)**3 + KM*(x(1)-1) - lambda*x(2)
fhat = -C1*x(2)/x(1)**3 - KM*(x(1)-1)
bhat = -C2/x(1)**2
F = abs(.05*Cl*x(2)/x (1)**3+.05*KM*(x(1)-1) + 1)
k = F/beta + eta/beta + abs(1.0/beta - 1) *
+ abs(fhat + lambda*x(2))
s = x(2) + lambda*(x(1) - xd)
interm = (ihat - k*sgn(s))/bhat
if (interm .lt. 0.0) then
V = 0.0
else
V = sqrt(interm)
endif
call lsoda(fex,neq,x,t,tout,itol,rtol,atol,itaskistate,
+ iopt,rwork,lrw,iwork,liw,jac,jt)
if (istate .it. 0) then
if (istate .eq. -1) then
istate = 2
goto 2
endif
stop
endif
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20 tout = tout + 1.0/srate
10 write(*,101) tout,x(1),s,V
101 format(4(e12.6,1x))
print *, ".end"
end
subroutine fex(neq, t, x, xdot)
implicit double precision (a-z)
integer neq
logical impuls, impul2
dimension x(2), xdot(2)
common /parms/ volfre, volamp, excfre, excamp, impul2, impuls, ae,
+ ag, C1, C2, KM, V, gap
if(x(1) .le. 0.0) then
stop
endif
ae = 4*cos(120.0*t)
xdot(1) = x(2)
xdot(2) = ae/gap-Cl*x(2)/x(1)**3-KM*(x(1)-1)-C2*V**2/x(1)**2
A - ag/gap
return
end
function sgn(s)
implicit double precision(a-z)
if (s .ge. 0.0) then
sgn = 1.0
else
sgn = -1.0
endif
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return
end
D.4 Finite Element solution to Laplace's Equa-
tion
This program was used to simulate the electric fields and equipotentials within the
damping control notches. It interfaces directly to PATRAN through the PATRAN
neutral file system and generates output data that can be read directly by PATRAN.
It supports 3 node linear and 4 node bilinear elements.
FINLAND
Author:
Date:
Mark Lubratt
July 24, 1991
This program implements a finite element solution to Laplace's
equation in two dimensions. It uses as input a PATRAN neutral
file and as output generates a report text file and a file
that can be used by PATRAN to generate contour plots.
History:
1.0 July, 1991
Original implementation of 3 and 4 node linear and bilinear
elements.
#include <stdio.h>
#include "macros.h"
#include 
<sidle.h>
#include 
"macros.h"
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#include "spMatrix.h"
#include <strings.h>
#include <time.h>
#include <math.h>
#define VER 1.0
typedef struct NConst {
double U[21;
} NConst;
typedef struct Elem {
int type;
int nodes;
int material;
int U[61; /* max nodes per element+1 (index starts at 1) */
} Elem;
typedef struct Node {
double X;
double Y;
double Z;
int cu[1]; /* number of DOFs per node. */
} Node;
Node *Nodes;
Elem *Elems;
NConst *Constraints;
void inputmodel(), error(char *), printheader(), printmodel();
void warn(char *), printtail(), Build(), Solve(), Quads(int,int);
void stdm(double, double, double *, int);
char *getline();
timet date, BeginTime, EndTime;
char title-card[81), neutraldata[81];
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char id[80], finland[] = "FINLAND", temp[81);
FILE *output;
int ModelOnly=N0, numno, numel, Error;
char *elem_types ] = {" "," ","BAR","TRI","QUAD", "TET","WEDGE","HEX"};
char *K;
double *U, *R, S[8][8], b[4][8], xx[2][4], det;
main(int argc,char *argv[])
time(&BeginTime);
if(argc > 2)
ModelOnly = YES;
strcpy(id,strcat (argv [CI, ".nod"));
if((output=fopen(id,"w")) == NULL) {
sprintf(temp, "Unable to open output file 7.s!", id);
error(temp);
}
* Start reading input from PATRAN neutral file.
print.header();
printf("READING INPUT FILE...\n");
inputmodel();
printmodel();
if(!Model0nly){
Build();
Solve();
}
printtail();
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* This routine prints the foot information on the program run.
void printtail()
{
int mem=O,tim,maxno=i,i;
double maxval=0.0;
printf("\n\n\n\nRUN COMPLETED.\n\n");
mem += sizeof(double)*numno*2; /*memory taken by U and R vectors. */
mem += sizeof(Node)*(numno+1);
mem += sizeof(Elem)*(numel+l);
mem += sizeof(NConst)*(numno+l);
time(&EndTime);
printf("Miscellaneous RUN Information:\n");
printf("Memory Required............. Yd words\n",mem);
printf("Execution Time.............. %d s\n\n", EndTime - BeginTime);
* This routine regurgitates the model as it was read in from the
* PATRAN neutral file.
void printmodel()
int j, i, cdof=0;
for(i = 1; i<=numno;i++)
if(NodesCi] .cuO)
cdof++;
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printf("\n\n\n\n\tC 0 N T R 0 L I N F 0 R M A
printf(" 0 N\n\n");
printf("\n\ns\n\n",title.card);
printf("NEUTRAL FILE INFORMATION:\n");
printf(" Date Time PATRAN Version\n");
printf(".s\n\n",neutral.data);
printf("Number of Nodal Points...............Sd\n",numno);
printf("Number of Elements ................. %Sd\n",numel);
printf("Number of Constrained DOFs.........5Sd\n",cdof);
printf ("Solution Mode ......... ...........%.sd\n",ModelOnly);
printf(" 0 - Solution\n");
printf(" I - Data Check\n");
T I");
printf("\n\n\n\n\t\tN 0 D E I N F 0 R M A T I 0 N\n\i
printf("\t\t\t Node Location\t\t Constraint\n");
printf("Node\t\tX\t\tY\t\tZ\t DOFI\n");
printf("-------------------------------------------------------------
---------------- \n");
for(i=1;i<=numno;i++){
printf(".d\t% 12.8E\t . 12.8E\t, 12.8E',i,Nodes[i] .X,Nodes Ci] .Y
,Nodes[i].Z);
if (Nodes [i].cuO[0)
printf("\t% 12.8E\n",Constraints Ci].UO0]);
else
printf("\n");
printf("\n\n\n\n\tE L E M E N T I N F 0 R M A T");
printf(" I 0 N\n\n");
printf("Element\t\tType Material\t Nodes\n");
printf(" ID \t\t\t\tl\t2\t3\t4\n");
printf("-------------------------------------------------------------
---------------- \n");
for(i=l; i<=numel; i++){
printf (" 'd\t\tts/'/.id", i,elemtypes Elems Ci) .type] ,Elems [i] .nodes);
printf (" 'd",Elems Ci] .material);
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for(j=l; j<=Elems[iJ.nodes; j++)
printf("\td",Elems [i]. U[j]);
printf("\n");
* This routine reads the standard input, which is assumed to be in the
* PATRAN neutral file format, and assembles the model(nodes and element
* connectivities).
void inputmodel()
{
int IT, ID, IV, KC, N1, N2, N3, N4, NS, t, DONE=NO, i;
do{
scanf("%d %d Zd %d %d %d %d %d %d\n",&IT,&ID,&IV,&KC,&Ni,&N2,&N3,&N4
,MNS);
if(t == EOF)
error("Truncated input file.");
switch(IT) {
case 99:
DONE = YES;
break;
case 25:
strcpy(titlecard, getline());
break;
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case 26:
numno = N1i;
numel = N2;
* Grab memory for node and element tables as well as U and
* R vectors.
if(((Nodes=(Node *)malloc((numno+i)*sizeof(Node)))==NULL)II
((Elems=(Elem *)malloc((numel+l)*sizeof(Elem)))==NULL) II
((Constraints=(NConst *)malloc((numno+l)*sizeof(NConst)))==NULL)II
((U=(double *)malloc((numno+l)*sizeof(double)))==NULL)II
((R=(double *)malloc((numno+i)*sizeof(double)))==NULL))
error("Not enough memory!");
strcpy(neutraldata, getline());
break;
case 1:
if (ID > numno)
error("Please compact the node IDs!");
scanf("XG %G .G\n",&Nodes [ID ].X,&Nodes [ID].Y,&Nodes [ID] .Z);
Nodes[ID.cu[O] = 0;
getline();
break;
case 2:
if (ID > numel)
error("Please compact the element IDs!");
switch(IV) {
case 3:
scanf("%d",&i);
getline();
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if (i > 3){
sprintf(temp,"Ignoring %d nodes on element %d.",i-3,ID);
warn(temp);
I
Elems[ID].type = IV;
Elems[ID].nodes = 3;
Elems [ID.material = 0;
for(i = 1; i <= Elems[ID].nodes; i++)
scanf("Yd", &Elems [ID ].U [i]);
Elems [ID].U[4 = Elems[ID].U[3);
getline();
for (i=2; i< KC; ++i)
getline();
break;
case 4:
scanf("td",&ki);
getline();
if (i > 4){
sprintf(temp,"Ignoring %d nodes on element /d.",i-3,ID);
warn(temp);
I
Elems[ID].type = IV;
Elems[ID].nodes = 4;
ElemsCID].material = 0;
for(i=1; i<=Elems[ID).nodes; i++)
scanf ("d", &Elems [ID] .U[i]);
getline();
for (i=2; i< KC; ++i)
getline();
break;
default:
sprintf(temp,"Element %d, type Xs not supported.",ID,elem-types[IV]);
warn(temp);
break;
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break;
case 8:
scanf("'idYid" ,&i,&Nodes ID ].cuO] );
getline();
if (Nodes [ID] . cu [0 )
scanf("Y.G",&Constraints (ID].U[O0);
getline();
break;
default:
for (i = 0; i < KC; ++i)
getline();
break;
} while(!DONE);
void error(char *s)
{
fprintf(stderr,"%.s: s\n", finland, s);
printf("***ERROR*** %s\n\nANALYSIS TERMINATED.\n\n\n", s);
exit(l);
void warn(char *s)
{
printf("***WARNING*** %s\n\n",s);
}
void printheader() {
printf("\n\n\n\n\t\t\t *******************\n\n");
printf( "\t\t\t F I N L A N D\n\n");
printf( "\t\t\t Version %4.2f\n\n", VER);
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printf( "\t\t\t *******************\n\n\n\n");
time(&date);
printf("\t\t\ts\n\n\n",ctime(&date));
}
char *getline()
{
int i=O, c;
while((c = getchar()) != '\n') {
temp(i] = c;
if (i < 79)
i++;
}
temp[i+l] = '\0';
return temp;
* This routine builds the stiffness matrix for the Solver routine.
void Build()
int i, j, k;
K = spCreate(0,0,&Error);
spClear(K);
for(i = 1; i<=numno;i++){
U[i] = 0.0;
R[i] = 0.0;
}
for(i = 1; i<=numel;i++){
Quads(i, 3);
for(j = 1; j<=4; j++)
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if(!Nodes [Elems l]. UCj] ].cuO])
for(k = 1; k<=4; k++)
spADDREALELEMENT(spGetElement(K,Elems i].U[j ],Elemsi).U [k]),
S[2*(j-1)] [2*(k-1)]);
I.
* Modify matrix and R vector to account for constraints.
for(i = 1; i<=numno; i++){
if(NodesCEi).cu01){
spADDREALELEMENT(spGetElement(K,i,i),1.0);
REi] = Constraints[i] .UO] ;
}
}
/* spPrint(K,O,1,1);*/
/,
* This routine uses the spSolve routines to solve the system of equations.
* It also will print statistics on the matrix as well as the solution.
void Solve()
{
int i,tim,maxno;
double maxval;
spOrderAndFactor(K,R,.1,.00001,1);
/* spFileStats(K,"stderr","Stiffness Matrix Statistics...");*/
spSolve(K,R,U);
printf("\n\n\n\n\t\t\tN 0 D A L
printf(" Node\t\t\t\Value\n\n");
printf(" ID \t\t\t DOFI\n");
R E S U L T S\n\n");
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printf("-----------------------------------------------------------
------------------ \n\n" );
for(i = 1; i<= numno; i++)
printf(" Yd \t\tY 12.8E\n",i,UC[i);
printf("\n\n\n");
for(i=1; i<=numno; i++)
if(U[i] > maxval) {
maxval = U[i];
maxno = i;
sprintf(temp,"FINLAND OUTPUT Version %4.2f",VER);
fprintf (output, "%-80s\n", temp);
fprintf (output,"%9d%9dY915.6E%9d%9d\n" ,numno, numno,maxval,maxno,3);
time(ktim);
fprintf(output,"%-80s", ctime(ktim));
fprintf(output, "-80s\n",titlecard);
for(i=1; i<=numno; i++)
fprintf(output,"78d%13.7E%13. 7EY+12.6E\n",i,0.0,0.0,U[i]);
void Quads(int nel,int nint)
{
double xg[4 14] = {
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.5773502691896, .577350269189, 0.0, 0.0,
-.7745966692415, 0.0, .7745966692415, 0.0,
-.8611363115941, -.3399810435849,.3399810435849,.8611363115941};
double wgt[4] [4 = {
2.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
1.0, 1.0, 0.0, 0.0,
.5555555555556, .8888888888889, .5555555555556, 0.0,
.3478548451375, .6521451548625, .6521451548625,.3478548451375};
double d[4][4), db[4], si, ri, xbar, wt;
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double stiff;
int i,j,k,ist,l,lx,ly;
* Set up the C matrix
*/
for (i=0; i<=3; i++)
for(j=o;j<=3;j++)
if(i==ij)
dCi]Cj] = 1.0;
else
di] [j] = 0.0;
/*
* Clear the element stiffness matrix
*/
for(i=0;i<=7;i++)
for(j=i;j<=7;j++) {
S[i]Cj] = 0o.o0;
SCjli]J = 0.0;
}
* setup nodal coordinate matrix
for(i = 0; i<=3; i++) {
xx[O1] i] = Nodes [Elems [nel] .U[i+l1] .X;
xx[l]3 i] = Nodes [Elems [nel] .U[i+1]] .Y;
}
ist = 3;
* Calculate element stiffness
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for(lx = 0; lx < nint; lx++){
ri = xg nint- Il[x];
for(ly = 0; ly # nint; ly++) {
si = xgEnint-1i [ly];
/*
* Evaluate derivative operator B and the Jacobian determinant det
stdm(ri, si, Axbar, nel);
* Add contribution to element stiffness
xbar = 1.0;
vt = wgt [nint-13 [lx] *wgt [nint- 11ly] *xbar*det;
for(j=0;j<8;j++){
for (k=0;k<ist; k++){
db[k] = 0.0;
for (1=0; 1<ist; 1++)
db[k] += d(k] [1]*b El] [j];
}
for(i=j; i< 8; i++){
stiff = 0.0;
for(1 = 0; 1< ist; 1++)
stiff = stiff + b[l] [i]*db[l];
S [i [j] += stiff*wt;
}
}
}
for(j=0; j<8; j++)
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Sor(i=j; i<8; i++)
s [j li] -= s [i] [j];
* Evaluate transformation matrix B at a point (r,s) for a
* quadrilateral element.
void stdm(double r, double s, double *xbar, int nel)
double h[43, p[2]1[4], xj[21 [2), xji[2] [23;
double rp, sp, rm, sinm, dum;
int i,j,k,k2;
rp =
sp =
rm =
sm =
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
* interpolation functions
*/
h [O]
h [11
h [2]
h [3]
= .25*rp*sp;
= .25*rm*sp;
= .25*rm*sm;
= .25*rp*sm;
* natural coordinate derivatives
* with respect to r
*/
p[O[O ] = .25 * sp;
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p[10 C1] = -p[] o101;
p[03 [21 = -. 25*sm;
pCo[ [3) = -p1[0 [2];
* with respect to s
p11]10J = .25 * rp;
pC1i 11 = .25 * rm;
p [1 123 = -p[1] [1i];
p[1 ([33 = -p [1] 101;
* Evaluate Jacobian matrix at (r,s)
for(i = 0; i<=l; i++){
for(j = 0; j<=l; j++){
dum = 0.0;
for(k=0; k<=3; k++)
dum += p [i] [k] *xx [j] [k];
xj [i] [j] = dum;
/*
* Compute the determinant of the Jacobian matrix at (r,s)
det = xj[o]0o] * xj[1 [1 - xj [0] [(1 *xj [1] [0;
if (det < i.OE-8) {
sprintf(temp,"Zero or Negative Jacobian determinant for element %d!"
,nel);
error(temp);
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* Compute the inverse of the Jacobian
dum = 1.0/det;
xji [01 [0) = xj 1C3 [13 *dum;
xji [01 OCi = -xj [0] C[l *dum;
xji li [0) = -xj [1i [0)*dum;
xjill] [11 = xj C[0CO]*dum;
/*
* Evaluate global derivative operator B
*/
k2 = -1;
for(k = 0; k< 4; k++) {
k2 += 2;
b[OlCk2-1] = 0.0;
b[0 [k2] = 0.0;
b[l3[k2-11 = 0.0;
b[1][k2] = 0.0;
for(i=0;i<2;i++) {
b[O1][k2-11 += xji[O1]Cil * p[Ei][k] ;
b[il [k2] += xji[1] [i] * p[i] [k];
b 2] [hk2 = b[0] [k2-1];
b[21 [k2-13 = b[1] [k2];
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Fabrication Process
This Appendix includes the detailed process traveler, as well as relevant process
recipes.
E.1 Process Travelers
E.1.1 Silicon processing
This is the process traveler that is required for processing in the MTL at MIT.
ICL/TRL PROCESS SUBMISSION
Attached is the process traveler for the Microseismometer. The device
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consists of a proof mass and a tether structure. Starting with < 100 >
p-type wafers, the first step is to diffuse a n-type region into one
side of the wafer (backside). This defines the electrochemical etch
stop junction. The wafer is then coated in nitride and the backside is
stripped. Aluminum is deposited and patterned on the backside. PECVD
oxide is then deposited and patterned to mask a plasma trench etch.
The wafer is then electrochemically etched, releasing the structure.
This work is being carried out by Mark Lubratt under the supervision
of Prof. Martin Schmidt.
PROCESSTRAVELER_-
Microseismometer Traveler
LOT#
LOT OWNER_
STEP_#- STEPDESCRIPTION_
RCA Clean
STATUS-
Number wafers
Opset start
Opset finish
POCL Deposition
925C, 90min
Number wafers
Opset start
[ICL]
1
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Opset finish....
Number wafers
Opset start
Opset finish .....
Phosphorus Drive-in
1100C, 6hr 15min
Number wafers
Opset start
Opset finish .....
Strip Oxide BOE 7:1
wbkox.set
Number wafers
Opset start
Opset finish .....
RCA Clean
Ionic Clean Only
Number wafers----
Opset start
Opset finish_-----
LPCVD Nitride
dnitl.Sk.set
784C, 36min
Number wafers
Opset start
Opset finish .....
Coat back side and front side outer 5mm
Front side Nitride Plasma Etch
plniti.5k.set
Number wafers
Opset start
Opset finish .....
Number wafers
Opset start -
Opset finish .....
Strip PSG
wbkox.set
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[ICL or TRL]
10 HF Dip 50:1 Number wafers..
Opset start-
Opset finish .....
Aluminum Deposition Bac 
n
e-beam
[ENTER TRL]
12 Lithography: Pattern Aluminum
IR/Contact Aligner
Aluminum Etch
acid-hood
10:1:1:5
Phosphoric:acetic:nitric:DI
[ENTER ICL]
14 Resist Ash
ash.set
Sinter
dsinter.set
400C, 10min
Number wafers
Opset start
Opset finish .....
Number wafers
Opset start
Opset finish .....
lumber wafers
Opset start
Opset finish .....
Number wafers----
Opset start
Opset finish .....
Number wafers
Opset start
Opset finish .....
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[ENTER TRLJ
16 Oxide Deposition PECVD 2.2 micron
Lithography: Pattern Oxide
IR/Contact Aligner
[ENTER ICL]
18 Plasma Etch Oxide
piltolOkmeh.set
Plasma 
Etch Silicon
pisf6poly25kmeh.set
Strip oxide with 50:1 HF dip for 30 seconds
[ENTER 5th FLOOR]
21 Spin wax on silicon and wax to glass plate
2000rpm, 40sec
90C, 60min cure
22 Join glass and silicon on hot plate
130C hot plate, 90C 30min cure after Ops4
Number wafers ...
Opset start- -
Opset finish-.....
Number wafers----
Opset start
Opset finish .....
Number wafers ...
Opset start
Opset finish .....
Number wafers----
Opset start
Opset finish .....
Number wafers ...
Opset start
Opset finish
Number wafers ...
Opset start
Opset finish .....
Number wafers----
et starts......
Opset finish
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KOH Etch 1-sided
20% 60C 15hr
Cut wafer on die saw
250 microns deep cut
Number wafers
Opset start
Opset finish .....
Number wafers
Opset start-
Opset finish .....
KOH Etch 1-sided
-400mV bias, 20%, 60C
electrochemical etch-stop
Number wafers----
Opset start- -
Opset finish-.----
15 minute DI rinse
Soak in Trichloroethylene
soak until wax disappears
60C
Solvent rinse
acetone, methanol, DI water
Attach to glass
cyanoacrylate ester based adhesive
Number wafers ....
Opset start
Opset finish .....
Number wafers ...
Opset start
Opset finish .....
Number wafers ...
Opset start
Opset finish .....
Number wafers----
Opset start
Opset finish .....
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E.1.2 Glass processing
GLASS PROCESSING
STEP # STEP DESCRIPTION
Lithography: Pattern photoresist for
lift-off using image reversal photoresist
Deposit iOOA chrome/1000A platinum
e-beam
Turn over wafers and deposit 1OOA chrome/
1000A platinum
Soak in photoresist solvent for
metal lift-off
Glass etch in 20:14:66 hydroflouric:nitric:DI
Depth 2 microns - 2 min.
Strip platinum and chrome
Aqua Regia (3:1 HC1:HN03)
Number wafers
Opset start
Opset finish-.----
Number wafers
Opset start- -
Opset finish .....
Number wafers
Opset start
Opset finish .....
Number wafers ...
Opset start
Opset finish .....
Number wafers ....
Opset start
Opset finish .....
Number wafers ...
Opset start
Opset finish .....
7 Deposit i micron Aluminum
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Opset start -
Opset finish.
Lithography: Pattern Aluminum
IR/Contact Aligner
Aluminum Etch
Number wafers----
Opset start
Opset finish .....
Number wafers-----
Opset start
Opset finish .....
Cut glass on die saw Number wafers----
Opset start
Opset finish .....
E.2 Wax Preparation
The wax solution was prepared by dissolving 15mg of Picco 5140 into 20ml of
trichloroethyl~ne. This solution was stirred for 8 hours to completely dissolve the
wax.
E.3 Plasma Recipes
This section describes the plasma recipes used in this work. The SiO, was de-
posited in TRL using a Plasmatherm system. The oxide and nitride etching was done
in ICL using LAM etchers.
e-beam
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Table E-1: Deposition recipe for PECVD oxide.
SiH 4  5 sccm
N2 0 110 sccm
Frequency 13.56 MHz
Power 5 Watts
Temperature 300 0C
Throttle Pressure 150 mTorr
Deposition Rate 300 A/min
Table E-2: Oxide plasma etch recipe (recipe #20 in ICL).
Step #1 Step #2 Step #3 Step #4 Step #5
Pressure 3 3 3 3 3 mTorr
RF Top 0 50 0 900 800 Watts
Gap 0.5 0.5 0.36 0.36 0.36 cm
02 100 100 0 0 0 scem
He 200 200 125 125 125 sccm
CHF 3  0 0 30 30 30 sccm
CF4  20 20 90 90 90 sccm
Time Stable 6 Stable 4.5 min or 5%
sec Endpoint Overetch
Table E-3: CC14 silicon trench etch recipe (recipe #10 in ICL).
Step #1 Step #2 Step #3 Step #4 Step #5 Step #6
Pressure 500 500 500 200 200 200 mTorr
RF Top 0 0 30 0 300 200 Watts
Gap 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 cm
CC14 0 0 0 130 130 130 seem
02 200 200 200 20 20 20 sccm
He 100 100 100 70 70 130 sccm
Time Stable 2 6 Stable 17 5%
min sec min Overetch
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Table E-4: Silicon nitride etch recipe (recipe #15 in ICL).
Step #1 Step #2 Step #3 Step #4 Step #5
Pressure 500 500 375 375 375 mTorr
Gap 1.5 1.5 1.0 1.0 1.35 cm
CC14  0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 sccm
02 200.0 200.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 sccm
He 100.0 100.0 20.0 20.0 10.0 sccm
C12  0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 sccm
SF6  0.0 0.0 50.0 50.0 60.0 sccm
Time Stable 6 Stable 1:00 10
sec sec
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SUPREM-III Simulation
This Appendix contains the simulation parameters used to determine the diffusion
profile necessary to get a 5 /Lm junction depth. This file is an input file for the
SUPREM-III processing simulation program.
Title POCL dep and Drive in
Initialize <100> Silicon, Boron Concentration=1ei5
+ Thickness=10O, dX=.05
Comment Deposition Thickness=.5 Oxide
Diffusion Time=90 Temperature=925 Solidsol Phosphor dTmin=l
Comment PSG
Deposition Thickness=.1 Oxide Phosphorus Concentration=le21
Comment Ramp down
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Diffusion Time=50 Temperature=925 T.Rate=-2.5 dTmin=i
Comment Remove PSG
Etch Oxide Thickness=.1
Comment Drive-in
Diffusion Temperature=800 Time=10 dryo2 dTmin=l
Diffusion Temperature=800 Time=30 dryo2 T.Rate=1O dTmin=i
Diffusion Temperature=OO00 Time=375 dryo2 dTmin=1
Diffusion Temperature=1100 Time=120 dryo2 T.Rate=-2.5 dTmin=l
Comment Etch Oxide all
Print Layers
Savefile Structure File=POCl
Stop
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Test System Control Circuit
This Appendix was written by Roland Pan, a student from the Undergraduate
Research Opportunities Program (UROP).
The diagrams and text that follow describe the design used to control the test
system in a closed loop. Included are diagrams showing the circuit configuration used
to implement the design and bode plots of both the closed and open loop system with
various circuit configurations.
G.1 Design Parameters
The first step in the design was determining what would be required of the system.
A bandwidth of 20 Hz was required in order to adequately follow the earthquake
waveforms provided by the computer.
The next step in the design of the control loop was examination of the open loop
system. The system was first modeled as a simple double pole at 100 Hz. This model
proved to be unusable. After measuring the phase and gain characteristics, it was
found that the system was highly non-linear above 100 Hz. Large resonant peaks
corresponding to chain vibrations above 100 Hz severely compromised the achievable
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bandwidth for the system. At the same time, the friction and other mechanical factors
called for a fairly large DC gain, in order to adequately track the lower frequency
components of the waveforms.
The open loop measurement of the phase angle revealed a slightly positive phase
lag at low frequencies and a zero phase lag until about 80 Hz. The phase lag at
frequencies above 100 Hz is negative and non-linear.
G.2 Design of the Control System
The design called for an integrator to provide DC gain, but still provide roll-off to
adequately attenuate the resonant peaks. A crossover of 20 Hz was desired in order
to assure the required bandwidth. In order to extend the bandwidth, a lead network
(zero-pole) was necessary. The lead network extended out to the required bandwidth
of 20 Hz. Beyond that, two additional poles were required to provide proper atten-
uation of the non-linear resonant peaks. Both of those were set at approximately 20
Hz to achieve maximum attenuation and bandwidth.
G.3 Implementation of Control Circuit
The diagrams that follow show the circuit implementation of the circuit. Prob-
lems which had to be dealt with were, offsets in the circuitry caused mostly by the
integrator, safety measures to prevent damage to the track, non-linearities in the me-
chanical system such as uneven friction and low frequency resonance of the table as
a whole, and high frequency noise detected by the accelerometer.
Two of those were dealt with in the circuit itself. The offsets were eliminated by
placing a DC coupling capacitor directly before the motor input. The high frequency
noise was reduced by placing one of the poles after the accelerometer and charge
amplifier.
The other problems had to be dealt with mechanically. the table resonance was
eliminated using foam both between the track and the table and between the table
and the floor. Limit switches provided safety for the track. The mechanical non-
linearities were not fully dealt with. Ideas which proved possible were design of an
electrical spring (inner loop) to keep the track centered.
G.3. IMPLEMENTATION OF CONTROL CIRCUIT
FIGURE G-1: Block diagram of test track control system.
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FIGURE G-2: Test track controller circuit.
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Appendix H
Test Track Equipment
This appendix lists the equipment, and the manufacturers of the equipment, used
in the test track. Figure H-1 and H-2 show the complete system in schematic and
block diagram form.
Equipment:
* Gateway 386SX/Coprocessor MS DOS 3.3
From: Gateway 2000-TIPC Network
610 Gateway Drive
Sioux City, SD 57049
* DAP 2400/5 w/ DAPView Plus Option
From: Microstar Laboratories
2863 152nd Ave NE
Redmond, WA 98052
* Keithley 228A Programmable Power Supply
From: Keithley Instruments
28775 Aurora Road
Cleveland, OH 44139
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Reference
Accelerometer
Motor, Drive Gear
and Position Sensor
FIGURE H-1: Schematic of the linear test track.
FIGURE H-2: Block diagram of the linear track test system.
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* Hewlett-Packard 3314A Waveform Generator
From: Hewlett-Packard
29 Burlington Mall Road
Burlington, MA
* Thomson 2DA-08-00A Linear Bearing
From: Atlantic Tracy, Inc.
44 Third Avenue
Somerville, MA 02138
* U12M4A Motor
VXA-48-8-8 Amplifier
From: PMI Motion Technologies
49 Mall Drive
Commack, NY 11725
* 24GCF Chain
24GB8-96 Sprocket
24GA8-96 Sprocket
From: Winfred M. Berg
509 Ocean Avenue
East Rockaway, NY 11518
* AT-GPIB & NI-488.2 DOS Handler
From: National Instruments
6504 Bridge Point Parkway
Austin, TX 78730
* 2651 Charge Amplifier
4379 Piezoelectric Accelerometer
From: Briiel & Kjaer
185 Forest Street
Marlborough, MA 01752
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